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ARITHMETIC OF BORCHERDS PRODUCTS
BENJAMIN HOWARD AND KEERTHI MADAPUSI PERA
Abstract. We compute the divisors of Borcherds products on integral
models of orthogonal Shimura varieties. As an application, we obtain
an integral version of a theorem of Borcherds on the modularity of a
generating series of special divisors.
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1. Introduction
In the series of papers [Bor95, Bor98, Bor99], Borcherds introduced a fam-
ily of meromorphic modular forms on orthogonal Shimura varieties, whose
zeroes and poles are prescribed linear combinations of special divisors arising
from embeddings of smaller orthogonal Shimura varieties. These meromor-
phic modular forms are the Borcherds products of the title.
Following the work of Kisin [Kis10] on integral models of general Hodge
and abelian type Shimura varieties, the theory of integral models of orthog-
onal Shimura varieties and their special divisors was developed further in
[Mad16, AGHM17a, AGHMP17b].
The goal of this paper is to combine the above theories to compute the di-
visor of a Borcherds product on the integral model of an orthogonal Shimura
variety. We show that such a divisor is given as a prescribed linear combi-
nation of special divisors, exactly as in the generic fiber.
The first such results were obtained by Bruinier, Burgos Gil, and Ku¨hn,
who worked on Hilbert modular surfaces (a special type of signature p2, 2q
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orthogonal Shimura variety). Those results were later extended to more
general orthogonal Shimura varieties by Ho¨rmann [Ho¨r10, Ho¨r14], but with
some strong restrictions.
Our results extend Ho¨rmann’s, but with essentially no restrictions. For
example, our results include cases where the integral model is not smooth,
cases where the divisors in question may have irreducible components sup-
ported in nonzero characteristics, and even cases where the Shimura variety
is compact (so that one cannot use q-expansions to study the divisor of the
Borcherds product).
1.1. The Shimura variety. Suppose n ě 1, and pV,Qq is a quadratic
space over Q of signature pn, 2q.
From this quadratic space we construct in §4.1 a Shimura datum pG,Dq.
The group G “ GSpinpV q is a subgroup of the group of units in the Clifford
algebra CpV q, and sits in a short exact sequence
1Ñ Gm Ñ GÑ SOpV q Ñ 1.
The hermitian symmetric domain is
D “ tz P VC : rz, zs “ 0, rz, zs ă 0u{C
ˆ,
where r´,´s is the bilinear form on V determined by Q, extended C-
bilinearly to VC. A choice of compact open subgroupK Ă GpAf q determines
a complex Shimura variety
ShKpG,DqpCq “ GpQqz
`
D ˆGpAf q{K
˘
,
whose canonical model is a smooth Deligne-Mumford stack over Q of di-
mension n.
Fix a Z-lattice VZ Ă V that is maximal in the sense that Q is Z-valued
on VZ, but there is no proper superlattice with this property. For the rest
of the introduction we assume that
K Ă GpAf q X CpVpZqˆ,
were CpVpZq is the Clifford algebra of the pZ-quadratic space VpZ “ VZ b pZ.
We also fix a prime p, and assume that K factors as K “ KpK
p with
Kp “ GpQpq X CpVZpq
ˆ.
For such choice of K, we recall in §6.2 the construction of a flat and
normal integral model
SKpG,Dq Ñ SpecpZppqq
of ShKpG,Dq. If the lattice VZ is self-dual at p (or even almost self-dual
in the sense of Definition 6.1.1) then the integral model is smooth, but in
general it need not even be regular. However, at least if n ě 5, Proposition
7.1.2 tells us that it has geometrically normal fibers.
The integral model carries over it a metrized line bundlepω P xPicpSKpG,Dqq
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of weight one modular forms. This is defined first over the generic fiber in
§4.4, and then extended to the integral model in §6.2. Under the complex
uniformization of ShKpG,Dq, this line bundle pulls back to the tautological
bundle on D, with the metric defined by (4.4.3).
The integral model also carries a family of effective Cartier divisors
Zpm,µq Ñ SKpG,Dq
indexed by positive m P Q and µ P V _Z {VZ. If n ě 3 these divisors are
Zppq-flat, at least under some extra mild hypotheses. See Proposition 7.1.4.
If n P t1, 2, 3u one should not expect these divisors to be Zppq-flat. In these
low-dimensional cases the orthogonal Shimura varieties and their special di-
visors can be interpreted as moduli space of abelian varieties with additional
structure, as in the work of Kudla-Rapoport [KR00b, KR99, KR00a]. Al-
ready in the case of n “ 1, Kudla and Rapoport [KR00b] provide examples
in which the special divisors are not flat.
1.2. Borcherds products. In §5.1, we recall the Weil representation
ρVZ :
ĂSL2pZq Ñ AutCpSVZq
of the metaplectic double cover of SL2pZq on the finite-dimensional C-vector
space SVZ “ CrV
_
Z {VZs. Any weakly holomorphic form
fpτq “
ÿ
mPQ
m"´8
cpmq ¨ qm PM !1´n
2
pρVZq
valued in the complex-conjugate representation has Fourier coefficients cpmq P
SVZ , and we denote by cpm,µq the value of cpmq at the coset µ P V
_
Z {VZ.
Fix such an f , assume that all cpm,µq P Z, and define a Cartier divisor
Zpfq “
ÿ
mą0
µPV _
Z
{VZ
cp´m,µq ¨Zpm,µq.
on SKpG,Dq. After possibly replacing f by a positive integer multiple,
Borcherds [Bor98] constructs a Green function Θregpfq for Zpfq as a reg-
ularized theta lift, and a constructs a meromorphic section ψpfq of ωcp0,0q
satisfying
(1.2.1) ´ 2 log ||ψpfq|| “ Θregpfq.
In particular, this relation implies that the divisor of ψpfq is the analytic
divisor ZpfqpCq. The meromorphic section ψpfq is the Borcherds product,
which we recall in §5.
Our main result, stated in the text as Theorem 7.3.2, concerns the arith-
metic properties of ψpfq. We prove that the Borcherds product is algebraic
and defined over Q, and has the expected divisor when viewed as a rational
section of the line bundle ωcp0,0q on the integral model SpG,Dq.
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Theorem A. As above, assume that all cpm,µq P Z. After possibly replac-
ing f by a positive integer multiple, there is a rational section ψpfq of the
line bundle ωcp0,0q on SpG,Dq satisfying (1.2.1), and satisfying
divpψpfqq “ Zpfq.
As noted earlier, similar results can be found in the work of Ho¨rmann
[Ho¨r10, Ho¨r14]. Ho¨rmann only considers self-dual lattices, so that the cor-
responding integral model SKpG,Dq is smooth, and always assumes that the
quadratic space V admits an isotropic line. This allows him to prove the
flatness of divpψpfqq by examining the q-expansion of ψpfq at a cusp. As
Ho¨rmann’s special divisors Zpm,µq (unlike ours) are defined as the Zariski
closures of their generic fibers, the equality divpψpfqq “ Zpfq is then a for-
mal consequence of the same equality in the generic fiber, which was proved
by Borcherds.
In contrast, we can prove the equality divpψpfqq “ Zpfq even in cases
where the divisors may not be flat. More substantially, we can prove this
equality even in cases where V contains no isotropic line, hence no theory
of q-expansions is available. In the absence of q-expansions, even the fact
that the Borcherds product is defined over Q is a new result.
Indeed, we first prove the above theorem under the assumption that n ě 5.
This is Proposition 7.3.1 in the text. The assumption n ě 5 has three cru-
cial consequences. First, it guarantees the existence of an isotropic line
I Ă V . Second, it guarantees that our integral model has geometrically nor-
mal special fiber, so that we may use the results of [Mad] to fix a toroidal
compactification in such a way that every irreducible component of the spe-
cial fiber of SKpG,Dq meets a boundary stratum associated with I. Finally,
it guarantees the flatness of all special divisors Zpm,µq. By examining the
q-expansion of ψpfq along the boundary, we see that its divisor is flat, and
the equality of divisors divpψpfqq “ Zpfq once again follows from the cor-
responding equality in the generic fiber.
To explain how to remove the hypothesis n ě 5, we must first recall how
Borcherds constructs ψpfq in the complex fiber. If V contains an isotropic
line, the construction of ψpfq ultimately amounts to explicitly writing down
its q-expansion. Suppose now that V contains no such line. What Borcherds
does is fix isometric embeddings
V
jr1s
}}④④
④④
④④
④
jr2s
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
V r1s V r2s
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into (very particular) quadratic spaces of signature pn`24, 2q. These choices
determine morphisms of orthogonal Shimura varieties
SKpG,Dq
jr1s
vv♥♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥
jr2s
((PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
SKr1spG
r1s,Dr1sq SKr2spG
r2s,Dr2sq.
As both V r1s and V r2s contain isotropic lines, one can construct Borcherds
products on their associated Shimura varieties. The idea is that one should
define
(1.2.2) ψpfq “
pjr2sq˚ψpf r2sq
pjr1sq˚ψpf r1sq
for (very particular) weakly holomorphic forms f r1s and f r2s.
The problem is that the quotient on the right hadn side of (1.2.2) is nearly
always either 0{0 or 8{8, and so doesn’t really make sense. Borcherds gets
around this via an analytic construction on the level of hermitian domains
D
jr1s
}}④④
④④
④④
④
jr2s
!!❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
Dr1s Dr2s.
On the hermitian domain
Dris “ tz P V
ris
C : rz, zs “ 0, rz, zs ă 0u{C
ˆ Ă PpVCq,
every irreducible component of every special divisor has the form
Drispxq “ tz P Dris : z K xu
for some x P V ris. The dual of the tautological line bundle ω on Dris therefore
admits a canonical section
ψx P H
0pDris,ω´1q
with zero locus Drispxq, defined by ψxpzq “ rx, zs.
Whenever there is an x P V ris such that D Ă Drispxq, Borcherds multiplies
ψpf risq by a suitable power of ψx in order to remove the component D
rispxq
from divpψpf risq. After modifying both ψpf r1sq and ψpf r2sq in this way,
the quotient (1.2.2) is defined. This process is what Borcherds calls the
embedding trick in [Bor98]. As understood by Borcherds, the embedding
trick is a purely analytic construction. The sections ψx over D
ris do not
descend to the Shimura varieties, and have no obvious algebraic properties.
In particular, even if one knows that the ψpf risq are defined over Q, it is not
obvious that the analytically defined (1.2.2) is defined over Q.
The main new contribution of this paper is an algebraic analogue of the
embedding trick, which works even on the level of integral models. This
is based on the methods of improper intersection developed in [BHY15,
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AGHM17a]. What we do, essentially, is construct an analogue of the section
ψx, not over all of SKrispG
ris,Drisq, but only over the first order infinitesimal
neighborhood of SKpG,Dq in SKrispG
ris,Drisq. This section, whose construc-
tion uses the Grothendieck-Messing deformation theory, is the obstruction
to deforming x appearing in the proof of Lemma 7.2.4.
1.3. Modularity of the generating series of divisors. Now take
K “ GpAf q X CpVpZqˆ
for the level structure. The integral models over Zppq can be glued together as
p varies to define a normal and flat integral model SKpG,Dq over Z, endowed
with special divisors and a line bundle of weight one modular forms ω. We
denote by
Zpm,µq P PicpSKpG,Dqq
the associated line bundles for m ą 0 and µ P V _Z {VZ. For notational
consistency, we also set
Zp0, 0q “ ω´1,
and Zp0, µq “ 0 if µ ‰ 0.
Exactly as in the work of Borcherds [Bor99], Theorem A produces enough
relations in the group PicpSKpG,Dqq to prove the modularity of the gener-
ating series of special divisors.
Theorem B. The formal generating series
φpτq “
ÿ
mě0
µPV _
Z
{VZ
Zpm,µq ¨ qm
is modular, in the sense that αpφq PM1`n
2
pρVZq for any Z-linear map
α : PicpSKpG,Dqq Ñ C.
Theorem B is stated in the text as Theorem 8.2.1. After endowing the
special divisors with Green functions as in [Bru02], we also prove a modu-
larity result in the group of metrized line bundles. See Theorem 8.3.1.
1.4. Organization of the paper. Ultimately, all arithmetic information
about Borcherds products comes from their q-expansions, and so we must
make heavy use of the arithmetic theory of toroidal compactifications of
Shimura varieties of [Pin89, Mad]. This theory requires introducing a sub-
stantial amount of notation just to state the main results. Also, because
Borcherds products are rational sections of powers the line bundle ω, we
need to use the theory of automorphic vector bundles on toroidal compact-
ifications. This theory is distributed across a series of papers of Harris
[Har84, Har85, Har86, Har89] and Harris-Zucker [HZ94a, HZ94b, HZ01].
Accordingly, even before we begin to talk about orthogonal Shimura va-
rieties, we first recall in §2 the main results on toroidal compactification
from Pink’s thesis [Pin89], and in §3 the results of Harris and Harris-Zucker
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on automorphic vector bundles. All of this is in the generic fiber of fairly
general Shimura varieties.
In §4 we specialize this theory to the case of orthogonal Shimura vari-
eties, in order to formulate a q-expansion principle for detecting the field of
definition of orthogonal modular forms.
In §5 we introduce the Borcherds products and prove that they descend
to Q, under the temporary assumption that V contains an isotropic line.
It is only in §6 that we at last introduce integral models of orthogonal
Shimura varieties, their special divisors, and their toroidal compactifications.
Much of this material is drawn from [Mad16, Mad, AGHM17a, AGHMP17b].
The culmination of the discussion is Corollary 6.4.4. This is an integral q-
expansion principle that allows one to detect the flatness of the divisor of a
rational section of ω by examining its q-expansion.
Finally, in §7 we prove Theorem A. As we have already indicated, the
idea is to first prove the equality divpψpfqq “ Zpfq when n ě 5, by proving
that both divisors are flat. The general case then follows from our algebraic
version of the embedding trick. The key result here is the pullback formula
of Theorem 7.2.2, which describes how special divisors on an orthogonal
Shimura variety decompose when they are intersected with a smaller em-
bedded orthogonal Shimura variety. Crucially for the embedding trick, this
description does not assume that the divisors have proper intersection with
the smaller Shimura variety.
The modularity result of Theorem B, and its extension to the group of
metrized line bundles, is contained in §8. The argument here is identical to
that used by Borcherds [Bor99] to prove modularity in the complex fiber.
1.5. Notation and conventions. For every a P Aˆf there is a unique fac-
torization
a “ ratpaq ¨ unitpaq
in which ratpaq is a positive rational number and unitpaq P pZˆ.
Class field theory provides us with a reciprocity map
rec : Qˆą0zA
ˆ
f – GalpQ
ab{Qq,
which we normalize as follows: Let µ8 be the set of all roots of unity in
C, so that Qab “ Qpµ8q is the maximal abelian extension of Q. The group
pZ{MZqˆ acts on the set of M th roots of unity in the usual way, by letting
u P pZ{MZqˆ act by ζ ÞÑ ζu. Passing to the limit yields an action of pZˆ on
µ8, and the reciprocity map is characterized by
ζrecpaq “ ζunitpaq
for all a P Aˆf and ζ P µ8.
We follow the conventions of [Del79] and [Pin89, Chapter 1] for Hodge
structures and mixed Hodge structures. As usual, S “ ResC{RGmC is
Deligne’s torus, so that SpCq “ Cˆ ˆ Cˆ, with complex conjugation act-
ing by pt1, t2q ÞÑ pt¯2, t¯1q. In particular, SpRq – C
ˆ by pt, t¯q ÞÑ t. If V is a
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rational vector space endowed with a Hodge structure S Ñ GLpVRq, then
V pp,qq Ă VC is the subspace on which pt1, t2q P C
ˆ ˆ Cˆ “ SpCq acts via
t
´p
1 t
´q
2 . There is a distinguished cocharacter
wt : GmR Ñ S
defined on complex points by t ÞÑ pt´1, t´1q. The composition
GmR
wt
ÝÑ SÑ GLpVRq
encodes the weight grading on VR, in the sense thatà
p`q“k
V pp,qq “ tv P VC : wtpzq ¨ v “ z
k ¨ v, @z P Cˆu.
Now suppose that V is endowed with a mixed Hodge structure. This
consists of an increasing weight filtration wt‚V on V , and a decreasing Hodge
filtration F ‚VC on VC, whose induced filtration on every graded piece
grkV “ wtkV {wtk´1V
is a pure Hodge structure of weight k. By [PS08, Lemma-Definition 3.4]
there is a canonical bigrading VC “
À
V pp,qq with the property that
wtkVC “
à
p`qďk
V pp,qq, F iVC “
à
pěi
V pp,qq.
This bigrading is induced by a morphism SC Ñ GLpVCq.
2. Toroidal compactification
This section is a (relatively) short summary of Pink’s thesis [Pin89] on
toroidal compactifications of canonical models of Shimura varieties. See also
[Ho¨r10] and [HZ94a, HZ01]. We limit ourselves to what is needed in the se-
quel, and simplify the discussion somewhat by only dealing with those mixed
Shimura varieties that appear at the boundary of pure Shimura varieties.
2.1. Shimura varieties. Throughout §2 and §3 we let pG,Dq be a (pure)
Shimura datum in the sense of [Pin89, §2.1]. Thus G is a reductive group
over Q, and D is a GpRq-homogeneous space equipped with a finite-to-one
GpRq-equivariant map
h : D Ñ HompS, GRq
such that the pair pG, hpDqq satisfies Deligne’s axioms [Del79, (2.1.1.1)-
(2.1.1.3)]. We often abuse notation and confuse z P D with its image hpzq.
The weight cocharacter
(2.1.1) w
def
“ hpzq ˝wt : GmR Ñ GR
of pG,Dq is independent of z P D, and takes values in the center of GR.
Hypothesis 2.1.1. Because it will simplify much of what follows, and be-
cause it is assumed throughout [HZ01], we always assume that pG,Dq satis-
fies:
(1) The weight cocharacter (2.1.1) is defined over Q.
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(2) The connected center of G is isogenous to the product of a Q-split
torus with a torus whose group of real points is compact.
Suppose K Ă GpAf q is any compact open subgroup. The associated
Shimura variety
ShKpG,DqpCq “ GpQqz
`
D ˆGpAf q{K
˘
is a complex orbifold. Its canonical model ShKpG,Dq is a Deligne-Mumford
stack over the reflex field EpG,Dq Ă C. If K is neat in the sense of [Pin89,
§0.6], then ShKpG,Dq is a quasi-projective scheme. The image of a point
pz, gq P D ˆGpAf q is denoted
rpz, gqs P ShKpG,DqpCq.
Remark 2.1.2. Let GmpRq “ R
ˆ act on the two point set
H0
def
“ t2πǫ P C : ǫ2 “ ´1u
via the unique continuous transitive action: positive real numbers act triv-
ially, and negative real numbers swap the two points. If we define H0 Ñ
HompS,GmRq by sending both points to the norm map C
ˆ Ñ Rˆ, then
pGm,H0q is a Shimura datum.
2.2. Mixed Shimura varieties. Toroidal compactifications of Shimura va-
rieties are obtained by gluing together certain mixed Shimura varieties,
which we now define.
Recall from [Pin89, Definition 4.5] the notion of an admissible parabolic
subgroup P Ă G. If Gad is simple, this just means that P is either a maximal
proper parabolic subgroup, or is all of G. In general, it means that if we
write Gad “ G1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Gs as a product of simple groups, then P is the
preimage of a subgroup P1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Ps, where each Pi Ă Gi is an admissible
parabolic.
Definition 2.2.1. A cusp label representative Φ “ pP,D˝, hq for pG,Dq
is a triple consisting of an admissible parabolic subgroup P , a connected
component D˝ Ă D, and an h P GpAf q.
As in [Pin89, §4.11 and §4.12], any cusp label representative Φ “ pP,D˝, hq
determines a mixed Shimura datum pQΦ,DΦq, whose construction we now
recall.
Let WΦ Ă P be the unipotent radical, and let UΦ be the center of WΦ.
According to [Pin89, §4.1] there is a distinguished central cocharacter λ :
Gm Ñ P {WΦ. The weight cocharacter w : Gm Ñ G is central, so takes
values in P , and therefore determines a new central cocharacter
(2.2.1) w ¨ λ´1 : Gm Ñ P {WΦ.
Suppose G Ñ GLpNq is a faithful representation on a finite dimensional
Q-vector space, then each point z P D determines a Hodge filtration F ‚NC
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on N . Any lift of (2.2.1) to a cocharacter Gm Ñ P determines a grading
N “
À
Nk, and the associated weight filtration
wtℓN “
à
kďℓ
Nk
is independent of the lift. The triple pN,F ‚NC,wt‚Nq is a mixed Hodge
structure [Pin89, §4.12, Remark (i)], and its associated bigrading of NC
determines a morphism hΦpzq P HompSC, PCq, which does not depend on
the choice of N . As in [Pin89, §4.7], define QΦ Ă P to be the smallest
closed normal subgroup through which every such hΦpzq factors. Thus
UΦ ⊳WΦ ⊳QΦ ⊳ P,
and we have defined a map
hΦ : D Ñ HompSC, QΦCq.
The cocharacter (2.2.1) takes values inQΦ{WΦ, defining the weight cochar-
acter
(2.2.2) wΦ : Gm Ñ QΦ{WΦ.
Remark 2.2.2. Being an abelian unipotent group, LiepUΦq – UΦ has the
structure of a Q-vector space. By [Pin89, Proposition 2.14], the conjugation
action of QΦ on UΦ is through a character
(2.2.3) νΦ : QΦ Ñ Gm.
By [Pin89, Proposition 4.15(a)], the map hΦ restricts to an open immer-
sion on every connected component of D, and so the diagonal map
D ãÑ π0pDq ˆHompSC, QΦCq
is a P pRq-equivariant open immersion. The action of the subgroup UΦpRq
on π0pDq is trivial, and we extend it to the trivial action of UΦpCq on π0pDq.
Now define
DΦ “ QΦpRqUΦpCqD
˝ Ă π0pDq ˆHompSC, QΦCq.
Projection to the second factor defines a finite-to-one map
hΦ : DΦ Ñ HompSC, QΦCq,
and we usually abuse notation and confuse z P DΦ with its image hΦpzq.
Having now defined the mixed Shimura datum pQΦ,DΦq, the compact
open subgroup
KΦ
def
“ hKh´1 XQΦpAf q
determines a mixed Shimura variety
(2.2.4) ShKΦpQΦ,DΦqpCq “ QΦpQqz
`
DΦ ˆQΦpAf q{KΦ
˘
,
which has a canonical model ShKΦpQΦ,DΦq over its reflex field. Note that
the reflex field is again EpG,Dq, by [Pin89, Proposition 12.1]. The canonical
model is a quasi-projective scheme if K (hence KΦ) is neat.
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Remark 2.2.3. If we choose our cusp label representative to have the form
Φ “ pG,D˝, hq, then pQΦ,DΦq “ pG,Dq and
ShKΦpQΦ,DΦq “ ShhKh´1pG,Dq – ShKpG,Dq.
As a consequence, all of our statements about the mixed Shimura varieties
ShKΦpQΦ,DΦq include the Shimura variety ShKpG,Dq as a special case.
2.3. The torsor structure. Define Q¯Φ “ QΦ{UΦ and D¯Φ “ UΦpCqzDΦ.
The pair
pQ¯Φ, D¯Φq “ pQΦ,DΦq{UΦ
is the quotient mixed Shimura datum in the sense of [Pin89, §2.9]; see es-
pecially the Remark of [loc. cit.]. Let K¯Φ be the image of KΦ under the
quotient map QΦpAf q Ñ Q¯ΦpAf q, so that we have a canonical morphism
(2.3.1) ShKΦpQΦ,DΦq Ñ ShK¯ΦpQ¯Φ, D¯Φq,
where the target mixed Shimura variety is defined in the same way as (2.2.4).
Proposition 2.3.1. Define a Z-lattice in UΦpQq by ΓΦ “ KΦXUΦpQq. The
morphism (2.3.1) is canonically a torsor for the relative torus
TΦ
def
“ ΓΦp´1q bGm
with cocharacter group ΓΦp´1q “ p2πiq
´1ΓΦ.
Proof. This is proved in [Pin89, §6.6]. In what follows we only want to make
the torsor structure explicit on the level of complex points.
The character (2.2.3) factors through a character ν¯Φ : Q¯Φ Ñ Gm. A pair
pz, gq P DΦ ˆQΦpAf q determines points
rpz, gqs P ShKΦpQΦ,DΦqpCq, rpz¯, g¯qs P ShK¯ΦpQ¯Φ, D¯ΦqpCq,
and we define TΦpCq Ñ ShK¯ΦpQ¯Φ, D¯ΦqpCq as the relative torus with fiber
(2.3.2) UΦpCq{pgKΦg
´1 X UΦpQqq “ UΦpCq{ratpν¯Φpg¯qq ¨ ΓΦ
at rpz¯, g¯qs. There is a natural action of TΦpCq on (2.2.4) defined as follows:
using the natural action of UΦpCq on DΦ, a point u in the fiber (2.3.2) acts
as rpz, gqs ÞÑ rpuz, gqs.
It now suffices to construct an isomorphism
TΦpCq – TΦpCq ˆ ShK¯ΦpQ¯Φ, D¯ΦqpCq,
and this is essentially [Pin89, §3.16]. First choose a morphism
D¯Φ
z¯ ÞÑ2πǫpz¯q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ H0
in such a way that it, along with the character ν¯Φ, induces a morphism
of mixed Shimura data pQ¯Φ, D¯Φq Ñ pGm,H0q. Such a morphisms always
exists, by the Remark of [Pin89, §6.8]. The fiber (2.3.2) is
UΦpCq{ratpν¯Φpg¯qq ¨ ΓΦ
2πǫpz¯q{ratpν¯Φpg¯qq
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ UΦpCq{ΓΦp1q,
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and this identifies TΦpCq fiber-by-fiber with the constant torus
UΦpCq{ΓΦp1q – ΓΦ b C{Zp1q – ΓΦ b C
ˆ p´2πǫ
˝q´1
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ ΓΦp´1q b C
ˆ.
Here 2πǫ˝ is the image of D˝ under DΦ Ñ D¯Φ Ñ H0, and the minus sign
is included so that (2.6.5) holds below; compare with the definition of the
function “ord” in [Pin89, §5.8]. 
Remark 2.3.2. Our Z-lattice ΓΦ Ă UΦpQq agrees with the seemingly more
complicated lattice of [Pin89, §3.13], defined as the image of
tpc, γq P ZΦpQq0 ˆ UΦpQq : cγ P KΦu
pc,γqÞÑγ
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ UΦpQq.
Here ZΦ is the center of QΦ, and ZΦpQq0 Ă ZΦpQq is the largest subgroup
acting trivially on DΦ (equivalently, acting trivially on π0pDΦq). This follows
from the final comments of [loc. cit.] and the simplifying Hypothesis 2.1.1,
which implies that the connected center ofQΦ{UΦ is isogenous to the product
of a Q-split torus and a torus whose group of real points is compact (see the
proof of [Pin89, Corollary 4.10]).
Denoting by x¨, ¨y : Γ_Φp1q ˆ ΓΦp´1q Ñ Z the tautological pairing, define
an isomorphism
Γ_Φp1q
αÞÑqα
ÝÝÝÝÑ HompΓΦp´1q bGm,Gmq “ HompTΦ,Gmq
by qαpxb zq “ z
xα,xy. This determines an isomorphism
TΦ – Spec
´
QrqαsαPΓ_
Φ
p1q
¯
,
and hence, for any rational polyhedral cone1 σ Ă UΦpRqp´1q, a partial
compactification
(2.3.3) TΦpσq
def
“ Spec
´
QrqαsαPΓ_
Φ
p1q
xα,σyě0
¯
.
More generally, the TΦ-torsor structure on (2.3.1) determines, by the gen-
eral theory of torus embeddings [Pin89, §5], a partial compactification
(2.3.4) ShKΦpQΦ,DΦq
//

ShKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σq
uu❧❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
ShK¯ΦpQ¯Φ, D¯Φq
with a stratification by locally closed substacks
(2.3.5) ShKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σq “
ğ
τ
ZτKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σq
indexed by the faces τ Ă σ. The unique open stratum
Z
t0u
KΦ
pQΦ,DΦ, σq “ ShKΦpQΦ,DΦq
1By which we mean a convex rational polyhedral cone in the sense of [Pin89, §5.1]. In
particular, each σ is a closed subset of the real vector space UΦpRqp´1q.
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corresponds to τ “ t0u. The unique closed stratum corresponds to τ “ σ.
2.4. Rational polyhedral cone decompositions. Let Φ “ pP,D˝, hq be
a cusp label representative for pG,Dq, with associated mixed Shimura datum
pQΦ,DΦq. We denote by D
˝
Φ “ UΦpCqD
˝ the connected component of DΦ
containing D˝.
Define the projection to the imaginary part cΦ : DΦ Ñ UΦpRqp´1q by
cΦpzq
´1 ¨ z P π0pDq ˆHompS, QΦRq
for every z P DΦ. By [Pin89, Proposition 4.15] there is an open convex cone
(2.4.1) CΦ Ă UΦpRqp´1q
characterized by D˝ “ tz P D˝Φ : cΦpzq P CΦu.
Definition 2.4.1. Suppose Φ “ pP,D˝, hq and Φ1 “ pP1,D
˝
1, h1q are cusp
label representatives. A K-morphism
(2.4.2) Φ
pγ,qq
ÝÝÝÑ Φ1
is a pair pγ, qq P GpQq ˆQΦ1pAf q, such that
γQΦγ
´1 Ă QΦ1 , γD
˝ “ D˝1, γh P qh1K.
A K-morphism is a K-isomorphism if γQΦγ
´1 “ QΦ1 .
Remark 2.4.2. The Bailey-Borel compactification of ShKpG,Dq admits a
stratification by locally closed substacks, defined over the reflex field, whose
strata are indexed by the K-isomorphism classes of cusp label representa-
tives. Whenever there is a K-morphism ΦÑ Φ1, the stratum indexed by Φ
is “deeper into the boundary” than the stratum indexed by Φ1, in the sense
that the Φ-stratum is contained in the closure of the Φ1-stratum. The unique
open stratum, which is just the Shimura variety ShKpG,Dq, is indexed by
the K-isomorphism class consisting of all cusp label representatives of the
form pG,D˝, hq as D˝ and h vary.
Suppose we have a K-morphism (2.4.2) of cusp label representatives. It
follows from [Pin89, Proposition 4.21] that γUΦ1γ
´1 Ă UΦ, and the image
of the open convex cone CΦ1 under
(2.4.3) UΦ1pRqp´1q
u ÞÑγuγ´1
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ UΦpRqp´1q
lies in the closure of the open convex cone CΦ. Define, as in [Pin89,
Definition-Proposition 4.22],
C˚Φ “
ď
ΦÑΦ1
γCΦ1γ
´1 Ă UΦpRqp´1q,
where the union is over all K-morphisms with source Φ. This is a convex
cone lying between CΦ and its closure, but in general C
˚
Φ is neither open
nor closed. For every K-morphism Φ Ñ Φ1 as above, the injection (2.4.3)
identifies C˚Φ1 Ă C
˚
Φ.
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Definition 2.4.3. A (rational polyhedral) partial cone decomposition of C˚Φ
is a collection ΣΦ “ tσu of rational polyhedral cones σ Ă UΦpRqp´1q such
that
‚ each σ P ΣΦ satisfies σ Ă C
˚
Φ,
‚ every face of every σ P ΣΦ is again an element of ΣΦ,
‚ the intersection of any σ, τ P ΣΦ is a face of both σ and τ ,
‚ t0u P ΣΦ.
We say that ΣΦ is smooth if it is smooth, in the sense of [Pin89, §5.2], with
respect to the lattice ΓΦp´1q Ă UΦpRqp´1q. It is complete if
C˚Φ “
ď
σPΣΦ
σ.
Definition 2.4.4. A K-admissible (rational polyhedral) partial cone decom-
position Σ “ tΣΦuΦ for pG,Dq is a collection of partial cone decompositions
ΣΦ for C
˚
Φ, one for every cusp label representative Φ, such that for any
K-morphism ΦÑ Φ1, the induced inclusion C
˚
Φ1
Ă C˚Φ identifies
ΣΦ1 “ tσ P ΣΦ : σ Ă C
˚
Φ1
u.
We say that Σ is smooth if every ΣΦ is smooth, and complete if every ΣΦ is
complete.
Fix a K-admissible, complete cone decomposition Σ of pG,Dq.
Definition 2.4.5. A toroidal stratum representative for pG,D,Σq is a pair
pΦ, σq in which Φ is a cusp label representative and σ P ΣΦ is a rational
polyhedral cone whose interior is contained in CΦ. In other words, σ is not
contained in any proper subset C˚Φ1 Ĺ C
˚
Φ determined by a K-morphism
ΦÑ Φ1.
We now extend Definition 2.4.1 from cusp label representatives to toroidal
stratum representatives.
Definition 2.4.6. A K-morphism of toroidal stratum representatives
pΦ, σq
pγ,qq
ÝÝÝÑ pΦ1, σ1q
consists of a pair pγ, qq P GpQq ˆQΦ1pAf q such that
γQΦγ
´1 Ă QΦ1 , γD
˝ “ D˝1, γh P qh1K,
and such that the injection (2.4.3) identifies σ1 with a face of σ. Such a
K-morphism is a K-isomorphism if γQΦγ
´1 “ QΦ1 and γσ1γ
´1 “ σ.
AK-isomorphism class of toroidal stratum representatives will be denoted
Υ “ rpΦ, σqs. The set of all isomorphism classes is denoted StratKpG,D,Σq.
Definition 2.4.7. We say that Σ is finite if #StratKpG,D,Σq ă 8.
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Definition 2.4.8. We say that Σ has the no self-intersection property if
the following holds: whenever we are given toroidal stratum representatives
pΦ, σq and pΦ1, σ1q, and two K-morphisms
pΦ, σq
--
11 pΦ1, σ1q,
the two injections
UΦ1pRqp´1q
..
00 UΦpRqp´1q
of (2.4.3) send σ1 to the same face of σ.
The no self-intersection property is just the condition of [Pin89, §7.12],
reworded. If Σ has the no self-intersection property then so does any refine-
ment (in the sense of [Pin89, §5.1]).
Remark 2.4.9. Any finite and K-admissible cone decomposition Σ for pG,Dq
acquires the no self-intersection property after possibly replacing K by a
smaller compact open subgroup [Pin89, §7.13]. Moreover, by examining the
proof one can see that if K factors as K “ KℓK
pℓq for some prime ℓ with
Kℓ Ă GpQℓq and K
pℓq Ă GpA
pℓq
f q, then it suffices to shrink Kℓ while holding
Kpℓq fixed.
2.5. Functoriality of cone decompositions. Suppose that we have an
embedding pG,Dq Ñ pG1,D1q of Shimura data.
As explained in [Mad, (2.1.28)], every cusp label representative
Φ “ pP,D˝, gq
for pG,Dq determines a cusp label representative
Φ1 “ pP 1,D1,˝, g1q
for pG1,D1q. More precisely, we define g1 “ g, let D1,˝ Ă D1 be the con-
nected component containing D, and let P 1 Ă G1 be the smallest admissible
parabolic subgroup containing P . In particular,
QΦ Ă QΦ1 , UΦ Ă UΦ1 , CΦ Ă CΦ1 .
If K Ă GpAf q is a compact open subgroup contained in a compact open
subgroup K 1 Ă G1pAf q, then every K-morphism
Φ
pγ,qq
ÝÝÝÑ Φ1
determines a K 1-morphism
Φ1
pγ,qq
ÝÝÝÑ Φ11.
Any K 1-admissible rational cone decomposition Σ1 for pG1,D1q pulls back
to a K-admissible rational cone decomposition Σ for pG,Dq, defined by
ΣΦ “ tσ
1 XC˚Φ : σ
1 P Σ1Φ1u
for every cusp label representative Φ of pG,Dq. It is shown in [Har89, §3.3]
that Σ is finite whenever Σ1 is so. It is also not hard to check that Σ has
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the no self-intersection property whenever Σ1 does, and that it is complete
when Σ1 is so.
Given a cusp label representative Φ for pG,Dq and a σ P ΣΦ, there is
a unique rational polyhedral cone σ1 P Σ1Φ1 such that σ Ă σ
1, but σ is not
contained in any proper face of σ1. The assignment pΦ, σq ÞÑ pΦ1, σ1q induces
a map
StratKpG,D,Σq
Υ ÞÑΥ1
ÝÝÝÝÑ StratK 1pG
1,D1,Σ1q
on toroidal stratum representatives.
2.6. Compactification of canonical models. In this subsection we as-
sume that K Ă GpAf q is neat. Suppose Σ is a finite and K-admissible
complete cone decomposition for pG,Dq.
The main result of [Pin89, §12] is the existence of a proper toroidal com-
pactification
ShKpG,Dq ãÑ ShKpG,D,Σq,
in the category of algebraic spaces over EpG,Dq, along with a stratification
(2.6.1) ShKpG,D,Σq “
ğ
ΥPStratKpG,D,Σq
ZΥKpG,D,Σq
by locally closed subspaces, indexed by the finite set StratKpG,D,Σq defined
above. The stratum indexed by Υ “ rpΦ, σqs lies in the closure of the stratum
indexed by Υ1 “ rpΦ1, σ1qs if and only if there is a K-morphism of toroidal
stratum representatives pΦ, σq Ñ pΦ1, σ1q.
If Σ is smooth then so is the toroidal compacification.
Remark 2.6.1. Any finite K-admissible cone decomposition can be refined
to a finite, K-admissible, smooth, complete cone decomposition Σ with the
property that ShKpG,D,Σq is a smooth projective variety. This is [Pin89,
Theorem 9.21].
After possibly shrinking K, there exists a finite, K-admissible, complete
cone decomposition Σ having the no-self intersection property. The no-self
intersection property guarantees that the strata appearing in (2.6.1) have
an especially simple shape. Fix one Υ “ rpΦ, σqs and write Φ “ pP,D˝, hq.
Pink shows that there is a canonical isomorphism
(2.6.2) ZσKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σq
– //

ZΥKpG,D,Σq

ShKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σq ShKpG,D,Σq
such that the two algebraic spaces in the bottom row become isomorphic
after formal completion along their common locally closed subspace in the
top row. See [Pin89, Corollary 7.17] and [Pin89, Theorem 12.4].
In other words, if we abbreviatexShKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σq “ ShKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σq^Zσ
KΦ
pQΦ,DΦ,σq
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for the formal completion of ShKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σq along its closed stratum, and
abbreviate xShKpG,D,Σq “ ShKpG,D,Σq^ZΥ
K
pG,D,Σq
for the formal completion of ShKpG,D,Σq along the locally closed stratum
ZΥKpG,D,Σq, there is an isomorphism of formal algebraic spaces
(2.6.3) xShKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σq – xShKpG,D,Σq.
Remark 2.6.2. In [Pin89] the isomorphism (2.6.3) is constructed after the
left hand side is replace by its quotient by a finite group action. Thanks
to Hypothesis 2.1.1 and the assumption that K is neat, the finite group in
question is trivial. See [Wil00, Lemma 1.7 and Remark 1.8].
We can make the above more explicit on the level of complex points.
Suppose pΦ, σq is a toroidal stratum representative with underlying cusp
label representative Φ “ pP,D˝, hq, and denote by QΦpRq
˝ Ă QΦpRq the
stabilizer of the connected component D˝ Ă D. The complex manifold
UKΦpQΦ,DΦq “ QΦpQq
˝zpD˝ ˆQΦpAf q{KΦq
sits in a diagram
(2.6.4) UKΦpQΦ,DΦq
//
rpz,gqsÞÑrpz,ghqs

ShKΦpQΦ,DΦqpCq
ShKpG,DqpCq
in which the horizontal arrow is an open immersion, and the vertical arrow
is a local isomorphism. This allows us to define a partial compactification
UKΦpQΦ,DΦq ãÑ UKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σq
as the interior of the closure of UKΦpQΦ,DΦq in ShKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σqpCq.
Any K-morphism as in Definition 2.4.6 induces a morphism of complex
manifolds
UKΦpQΦ,DΦq
rpz,gqsÞÑrpγz,γgγ´1qqs
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ UKΦ1 pQΦ1 ,DΦ1q,
which extends uniquely to
UKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σq Ñ UKΦ1 pQΦ1 ,DΦ1 , σ1q.
Complex analytically, the toroidal compactification is defined as the quotient
ShKpG,D,ΣqpCq “
´ ğ
pΦ,σq
UKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σq
¯
{ „,
where „ is the equivalence relation generated by the graphs of all such
morphisms.
By [Pin89, §6.13] the closed stratum appearing in (2.3.5) satisfies
(2.6.5) ZσKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σqpCq Ă UKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σq.
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The morphisms in (2.6.4) extend continuously to morphisms
(2.6.6) UKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σq
//

ShKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σqpCq
ShKpG,D,ΣqpCq
in such a way that the vertical map identifies
ZσKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σqpCq – Z
Υ
KpG,D,ΣqpCq.
This agrees with the analytification of the isomorphism (2.6.2).
Now pick any point z P ZσΦpQΦ,DΦ, σqpCq. Let R be the completed local
ring of ShKpG,D,Σq{C at z, and let RΦ be the completed local ring of
ShKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σq{C at z. Each completed local ring can be computed with
respect to the e´tale or analytic topologies, and the results are canonically
identified. Working in the analytic topology, the morphisms in (2.6.6) induce
an isomorphismR – RΦ, as they identify both rings with the completed local
ring of UKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σq at z. This analytic isomorphism agrees with the one
induced by the algebraic isomorphism (2.6.3).
3. Automorphic vector bundles
Throughout §3 we fix a Shimura datum pG,Dq satisfying Hypothesis 2.1.1,
and a compact open subgroup K Ă GpAf q.
Our goal is to recall the theory of automorphic vector bundles on the
Shimura variety ShKpG,Dq, on its toroidal compactification, and on the
mixed Shimura varieties appearing along the boundary. The main reference
is [HZ01].
3.1. Holomorphic vector bundles. Let Φ “ pP,D˝, hq be a cusp label
representative for pG,Dq. As in §2, this determines a mixed Shimura datum
pQΦ,DΦq and a compact open subgroup KΦ Ă QΦpAf q.
Suppose we have a representation QΦ Ñ GLpNq on a finite dimensional
Q-vector space. Given a point z P DΦ, its image under
DΦ Ñ HompSC, QΦCq
determines a mixed Hodge structure pN,F ‚NC,wt‚Nq. The weight filtra-
tion is independent of z, and is split by any lift Gm Ñ QΦ of the weight
cocharacter (2.2.2).
Denote by pNandR, F
‚NandR,wt‚N
an
dRq the doubly filtered holomorphic vector
bundle on DΦ ˆ QΦpAf q{KΦ whose fiber at pz, gq is the vector space NC
endowed with the Hodge and weight filtrations determined by z. There is a
natural action of QΦpQq on this doubly filtered vector bundle, covering the
action on the base. By taking the quotient, we obtain a functor
(3.1.1) N ÞÑ pNandR, F
‚NandR,wt‚N
an
dRq
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from finite dimensional representations of QΦ to doubly filtered holomorphic
vector bundles on ShKΦpQΦ,DΦqpCq. Ignoring the double filtration, this
functor is simply
(3.1.2) N ÞÑNandR “ QΦpQqz
`
DΦ ˆNC ˆQΦpAf q{KΦ
˘
.
Given a KΦ-stable pZ-lattice NpZ Ă N bAf , we may define a Z-lattice
gNZ “ gNpZ XN
for every g P QΦpAf q, along with a weight filtration
wt‚pgNZq “ gNpZ X wt‚N.
Denote by pNBe,wt‚NBeq the filtered Z-local system on DΦ ˆQΦpAf q{KΦ
whose fiber at pz, gq is pgNZ,wt‚pgNZqq. This local system has an obvious
action of QΦpQq, covering the action on the base. Passing to the quotient,
we obtain a functor
NpZ ÞÑ pNBe,wt‚NBeq
from KΦ-stable pZ-lattices in N b Af to filtered Z-local systems on (2.2.4).
By construction there is a canonical isomorphism
(3.1.3) pNandR,wt‚N
an
dRq – pNBe bO
an,wt‚NBe bO
anq,
where Oan denotes the structure sheaf on ShKΦpQΦ,DΦqpCq.
3.2. The Borel morphism. Suppose GÑ GLpNq is any faithful represen-
tation of G on a finite dimensional Q-vector space. A point z P D determines
a Hodge structure SÑ GLpNRq on N , and we denote by F
‚NC the induced
Hodge filtration. As in [Mil90, §III.1] and [HZ01, §1], define the compact
dual
(3.2.1) MˇpG,DqpCq “
"
descending filtrations on NC
that are GpCq-conjugate to F ‚NC
*
.
By construction, there is a canonical GpRq-equivariant finite-to-one Borel
morphism
D Ñ MˇpG,DqpCq
sending a point of D to the induced Hodge filtration on NC. The compact
dual is the space of complex points of a smooth projective variety MˇpG,Dq
defined over the reflex field EpG,Dq, and admitting an action of GEpG,Dq
inducing the natural action of GpCq on complex points. It is independent of
the choice of z, and of the choice of faithful representation N .
More generally, there is an analogue of (3.2.1) for the mixed Shimura
datum pQΦ,DΦq, as in [Ho¨r10, Main Theorem 3.4.1] and [Ho¨r14, Main The-
orem 2.5.12]. Let QΦ Ñ GLpNq be a faithful representation on a finite
dimensional Q-vector space. Any point z P DΦ then determines a mixed
Hodge structure pN,F ‚NC,wt‚Nq, and we define the dual of pQΦ,DΦq by
MˇpQΦ,DΦqpCq “
"
descending filtrations on NC
that are QΦpCq-conjugate to F
‚NC
*
.
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It is the space of complex points of an open QΦ,EpG,Dq-orbit
Mˇ pQΦ,DΦq Ă MˇpG,Dq,
independent of the choice of z P DΦ and N . By construction, there is a
QΦpCq-equivariant Borel morphism
DΦ Ñ MˇpQΦ,DΦqpCq.
3.3. The standard torsor. We want to give a more algebraic interpreta-
tion of the functor (3.1.1).
Harris and Zucker [HZ01, §1] prove that the mixed Shimura variety (2.2.4)
carries a standard torsor2. This consists of a diagram of EpG,Dq-stacks
(3.3.1) JKΦpQΦ,DΦq
a

b // MˇpQΦ,DΦq
ShKΦpQΦ,DΦq,
in which a is a relative QΦ-torsor, and b is QΦ-equivariant. See also the
papers of Harris [Har84, Har85, Har86], Harris-Zucker [HZ94a, HZ94b], and
Milne [Mil88, Mil90]. Complex analytically, the standard torsor is the com-
plex orbifold
JKΦpQΦ,DΦqpCq “ QΦpQqz
`
DΦ ˆQΦpCq ˆQΦpAf q{KΦ
˘
,
with QΦpCq acting by s ¨ rpz, t, gqs “ rpz, ts
´1, gqs. The morphisms a and b
are, respectively,
rpz, t, gqs ÞÑ rpz, gqs and rpz, t, gqs ÞÑ t´1z.
Exactly as in [HZ01], we can use the standard torsor to define models of
the vector bundles (3.1.1) over the reflex field. First, we require a lemma.
Lemma 3.3.1. Suppose Nˇ Ñ MˇpQΦ,DΦq is a QΦ-equivariant vector bun-
dle; that is, a finite rank vector bundle endowed with an action of QΦ,EpG,Dq
covering the action on the base. There are canonical QΦ-equivariant filtra-
tions wt‚Nˇ and F
‚Nˇ on Nˇ , and the construction
Nˇ ÞÑ pNˇ , F ‚Nˇ ,wt‚Nˇq
is functorial in Nˇ .
Proof. Fix a faithful representation QΦ Ñ GLpHq. Suppose we are given
an e´tale neighborhood U Ñ MˇpQΦ,DΦq of some geometric point x of
MˇpQΦ,DΦq. By the very definition of Mˇ pQΦ,DΦq, U determines a QΦU -
stable filtration F ‚HU on HU “ H b OU . After possibly shrinking U we
may choose a cocharacter µx : Gm Ñ QΦU splitting this filtration.
As QΦU acts on NˇU , the cocharacter µx determines a filtration F
‚NˇU ,
which does not depend on the choice of splitting. Glueing over an e´tale
cover of MˇpQΦ,DΦq defines the desired filtration F
‚Nˇ . The definition of
2a.k.a. standard principal bundle
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wt‚Nˇ is similar, but easier: it is the filtration split by any lift Gm Ñ QΦ of
the weight cocharacter (2.2.2). 
Now suppose we have a representation QΦ Ñ GLpNq on a finite di-
mensional Q-vector space. Applying Lemma 3.3.1 to the constant QΦ-
equivariant vector bundle
Nˇ “ MˇpQΦ,DΦq ˆSpecpEpG,Dqq NEpG,Dq
yields a QΦ-equivariant doubly filtered vector bundle pNˇ , F
‚Nˇ ,wt‚Nˇq on
MˇpQΦ,DΦq. The construction
(3.3.2) N ÞÑ pNdR, F
‚NdR,wt‚NdRq “ QΦzb
˚pNˇ , F ‚Nˇ,wt‚Nˇq
defines a functor from representations ofQΦ to doubly filtered vector bundles
on ShKΦpQΦ,DΦq. Passing to the complex fiber recovers the functor (3.1.1).
The following proposition extends the above functor to partial compacti-
fications.
Proposition 3.3.2. For any rational polyhedral cone σ Ă UΦpRqp´1q there
is a functor
N ÞÑ pNdR, F
‚NdR,wt‚NdRq,
extending (3.3.2), from representations of QΦ on finite dimensional Q-vector
spaces to doubly filtered vector bundles on ShKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σq.
Proof. This is part of [HZ01, Definition-Proposition 1.3.5]. Here we sketch
a different argument.
Recall the TΦ-torsor structure on (2.3.1). On complex points, this ac-
tion was deduced from the natural left action of UΦpCq on DΦ. Of course
the group UΦpCq also acts on both factors of DΦ ˆ QΦpCq on the left,
and imitating the proof of Proposition 2.3.1 yields action of the relative
torus TΦpCq on the standard torsor JKΦpQΦ,DΦqpCq, covering the action on
ShKΦpQΦ,DΦqpCq.
To see that the action is algebraic and defined over the reflex field, one
can reduce, exactly as in the proof of [HZ01, Proposition 1.2.4], to the case
in which pQΦ,DΦq is either a pure Shimura datum, or is a mixed Shimura
datum associated with a Siegel Shimura datum. The pure case is vacu-
ous (the relative torus is trivial). The Siegel mixed Shimura varieties are
moduli spaces of polarized 1-motives, and it is not difficult to give a moduli-
theoretic interpretation of the torus action; see [Mad, (2.2.8)]. From this
interpretation the descent to the reflex field is obvious.
In the diagram (3.3.1), the arrow a is TΦ-equivariant, and the arrow b is
constant on TΦ-orbits. This is clear from the complex analytic description.
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Taking the quotient of the standard torsor by this action, we obtain a
diagram
TΦzJKΦpQΦ,DΦq
a

b // MˇpQΦ,DΦq
ShK¯ΦpQ¯Φ, D¯Φq,
in which a is a relative QΦ-torsor and b is QΦ-equivariant. Pulling back the
quotient TΦzJKΦpQΦ,DΦq along the diagonal arrow in (2.3.4) defines the
upper left entry in the diagram
JKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σq
a

b // MˇpQΦ,DΦq
ShKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σq
extending (3.3.1), in which a is a QΦ-torsor, and b is QΦ-equivariant. Now
simply repeat the construction (3.3.2) to obtain the desired functor. 
Remark 3.3.3. The proof actually shows more: because the standard torsor
admits a canonical descent to ShK¯ΦpQ¯Φ, D¯Φq, the same is true of all doubly
filtered vector bundles (3.3.2). Compare with [HZ01, (1.2.11)].
3.4. Automorphic vector bundles on toroidal compactifications.
Assume that K is neat, and that Σ is a finite K-admissible complete cone
decomposition for pG,Dq having the no self-intersection property.
By results of Harris and Harris-Zucker, see especially [HZ01], one can glue
together the diagrams in the proof of Proposition 3.3.2 as pΦ, σq varies in
order to obtain a diagram
(3.4.1) JKpG,D,Σq
a

b // MˇpG,Dq
ShKpG,D,Σq
in which a is a G-torsor and b is G-equivariant. This implies the following:
Theorem 3.4.1. There is a functor N ÞÑ pNdR, F
‚NdRq from representa-
tions of G on finite dimensional Q-vector spaces to filtered vector bundles
on ShKpG,D,Σq, compatible, in the obvious sense, with the isomorphismxShKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σq – xShKpG,D,Σq
of (2.6.3) and the functor of Proposition 3.3.2, for every toroidal stratum
representative
Υ “ rpΦ, σqs P StratKpG,D,Σq.
In other words, there is an arithmetic theory of automorphic vector bun-
dles on toroidal compactifications.
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Remark 3.4.2. Over the open Shimura variety ShKpG,Dq there is also a
weight filtration wt‚NdR on NdR, but it is not compatible with the weight
filtrations along the boundary. It is also not very interesting. On an irre-
ducible representation N the (central) weight cocharacter w : Gm Ñ G acts
through z ÞÑ zk for some k, and the weight filtration has a unique nonzero
graded piece grkNdR.
3.5. A simple Shimura variety. Let pGm,H0q be the Shimura datum
of Remark 2.1.2. For any compact open subgroup K Ă Aˆf , we obtain a
0-dimensional Shimura variety
(3.5.1) ShKpGm,H0qpCq “ Q
ˆzpH0 ˆA
ˆ
f {Kq,
with a canonical model ShKpGm,H0q over Q.
The action of AutpCq on its complex points satisfies
(3.5.2) τ ¨ rp2πǫ, aqs “ rp2πǫ, aaτ qs
whenever τ P AutpCq and aτ P A
ˆ
f are related by τ |Qab “ recpaτ q. This
implies that
ShKpGm,H0q – SpecpF q,
where F {Q is the abelian extension characterized by
rec : Qˆą0zA
ˆ
f {K – GalpF {Qq.
The following proposition shows that all automorphic vector bundles on
(3.5.1) are canonically trivial. The particular trivializations will be essential
in our later discussion of q-expansions. See especially Proposition 4.5.2.
Proposition 3.5.1. For any representation Gm Ñ GLpNq there is a canon-
ical isomorphism
N bOShKpGm,H0q
nb1ÞÑn
ÝÝÝÝÝÑNdR
of vector bundles. If Gm acts on N through the character z ÞÑ z
k, the global
section n “ nb 1 is given, in terms of the complex parametrization
NandR “ Q
ˆzpH0 ˆNC ˆ A
ˆ
f {Kq
of (3.1.2), by
rp2πǫ, aqs ÞÑ
„ˆ
2πǫ,
ratpaqk
p2πǫqk
¨ n, a
˙
.
Proof. First set N “ Q with Gm acting via the identity character z ÞÑ z, and
set NpZ “ pZ. Recalling (3.1.3), the quotient NBezNandR defines an analytic
family of rank one tori over ShKpGm,H0qpCq, whose relative Lie algebra is
the line bundle
LiepNBezN
an
dRq “N
an
dR “ Q
ˆzpH0 ˆ CˆA
ˆ
f {Kq.
Using this identification, we may identify the standard Cˆ-torsor
(3.5.3) JKpGm,H0qpCq “ Q
ˆz
`
H0 ˆ C
ˆ ˆ Aˆf {K
˘
with the Cˆ-torsor of trivializations of LiepNBezN
an
dRq.
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On the other hand, the isomorphisms
pN X aNpZqzNC “ pQX apZqzC 2πǫ{ratpaqÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Zp1qzC expÝÝÑ Cˆ
identify NBezN
an
dR, fiber-by-fiber, with the constant torus C
ˆ, and so iden-
tify (3.5.3) with the Cˆ-torsor of trivializations of LiepCˆq. The canonical
model of (3.5.3) is now concretely realized as the Gm-torsor
JKpGm,H0q “ Iso
`
LiepGmq,OShKpGm,H0q
˘
.
For any ring R, the Lie algebra of Gm “ SpecpRrq, q
´1sq is canonically
trivialized by the invariant derivation q ¨ d{dq. Thus the standard torsor
admits a canonical section which, in terms of the uniformization (3.5.3), is
rp2πǫ, aqs ÞÑ
„ˆ
2πǫ,
ratpaq
2πǫ
, a
˙
.
This section trivializes the standard torsor, and induces the desired trivial-
ization of any automorphic vector bundle. 
Remark 3.5.2. Let Gm act on N via z ÞÑ z
k. What the above proof actually
shows is that there are canonical isomorphisms
N bOShKpGm,H0q – N b LiepGmq
bk –NdR.
4. Orthogonal Shimura varieties
Now we specialize the preceding theory to the case of Shimura varieties
of type GSpin.
4.1. The GSpin Shimura variety. Let pV,Qq be a quadratic space over
Q of signature pn, 2q with n ě 1. The associated bilinear form is denoted
(4.1.1) rx, ys “ Qpx` yq ´Qpxq ´Qpyq.
Let G “ GSpinpV q as in [Mad16]. This is a reductive group over Q sitting
in an exact sequence
1Ñ Gm Ñ GÑ SOpV q Ñ 1.
There is a character ν : GÑ Gm, called the spinor similitude. Its kernel is
the usual spin double cover of SOpV q, and its restriction to Gm is z ÞÑ z
2.
The group GpRq acts on the hermitian domain
(4.1.2) D “
 
z P VC : rz, zs “ 0 and rz, zs ă 0
(
{Cˆ
in the obvious way. This hermitian domain has two connected components,
interchanged by the action of any γ P GpRq with νpγq ă 0. The pair pG,Dq
is the GSpin Shimura datum. Its reflex field is Q.
By construction, G is a subgroup of the multiplicative group of the Clifford
algebra CpV q. As such, G has two distinguished representations. One is the
standard representation GÑ SOpV q, and the other is the faithful action on
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H “ CpV q defined by left multiplication in the Clifford algebra. These two
representations are related by a G-equivariant injection
(4.1.3) V Ñ EndQpHq
defined by the left multiplication action of V Ă CpV q on H.
A point z P D determines a Hodge structure on V , given by
(4.1.4) F 2VC “ 0, F
1VC “ Cz, F
0VC “ pCzq
K, F´1VC “ VC,
and a Hodge structure on H, given by
F 1HC “ 0, F
0HC “ zHC, F
´1HC “ HC.
Here we are using (4.1.3) to view Cz Ă EndCpHCq.
In order to obtain a Shimura variety ShKpG,Dq we must specify the level
subgroup K. Fix a pZ-lattice
(4.1.5) VpZ Ă V b Af
on which Q is pZ-valued, abbreviate VZ “ VpZ X V , and fix a compact open
subgroup
(4.1.6) K Ă GpAf q X CpVpZqˆ,
the intersection taking place inside of CpV b Af q
ˆ. The lattice (4.1.5) is
K-stable, and hence so is its dual lattice relative to (4.1.1). By [Mad16,
Lemma 2.6] the group K acts trivially on the quotient
(4.1.7) V _Z {VZ – V
_pZ {VpZ.
4.2. The Kuga-Satake construction. There is a natural choice of Hodge
embedding
pG,Dq Ñ pGSg,DSgq
into the Siegel Shimura datum determined by a symplectic space pH,ψq over
Q. As above, let H “ CpV q viewed as a representation of G Ă CpV qˆ via
left multiplication, and define a pZ-lattice
HpZ “ CpVpZq Ă H b Af .
Lemma 4.2.1. There is symplectic form ψ on H such that ψ is pZ-valued
on HpZ, and such that the action of G on H factors through
GSg “ GSppH,ψq
and determines an embedding of Shimura data as above.
If V admits an isotropic vector, then we may choose ψ so that HZp is
self-dual for any prime p such that VZp is almost self-dual.
Proof. We will use the decomposition
H “ H` ‘H´
induced by the decomposition of CpV q into its even and odd parts.
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By [Con14, §C.2], for any prime p such that VZp is almost self-dual,
C`pVZppqq is an Azumaya algebra over a finite e´tale cover of SpecpZppqq.
In particular, the reduced trace map Trd : C`pV q Ñ Q induces a non-
degenerate symmetric bilinear pairing
px, yq ÞÑ Trdpxyq
on C`pVZppqq.
If V admits an isotropic line, then, since VZ is maximal, it contains a
hyperbolic plane. Therefore, we can find δ P C`pVZq
ˆ such that δ˚ “ ´δ,
where ˚ is the main involution on CpV q: Indeed, choose elements v,w P VZ
that are mutually orthogonal and satisfy Qpvq “ 1, Qpwq “ ´1. Then
δ “ vw P C`pVZq answers to the requirement.
Now, as in [Mad16, §1.6], the pairing
ψpx, yq “ Trdpxδy˚q
is a symplectic pairing on H` that takes integral values on HZ, and restricts
to a non-degenerate pairing on H`Zppq .
Moreover, right multiplication by the element v chosen above induces a
G-equivariant isomorphism H` – H´ that carries H`Z to H
´
Z . Therefore,
we can extend ψ to an alternating form ψ on HZ, non-degenerate on HZppq ,
in such a way that the action of G on H factors through GSg “ GSppH,ψq.
One can now check that this factoring determines an embedding of Shimura
data. 
Fixing ψ as in Lemma 4.2.1, we obtain a morphism from ShKpG,Dq to a
moduli space of polarized abelian varieties of dimension 2n`1. Pulling back
the universal object defines the Kuga-Satake abelian scheme
π : AÑ ShKpG,Dq.
The abelian scheme does not depend on the choice of ψ, but of course its
polarization does.
As in (3.2.1), we may describe the compact dual MˇpG,Dq as a G-orbit of
descending filtrations on the faithful representation H. It is more convenient
to characterize the compact dual as the Q-scheme with functor of points
MˇpG,DqpSq “ tisotropic lines z Ă V bOSu,
where line means local OS-module direct summand of rank one. In order
to realize MˇpG,Dq as a space of filtrations on H, define
MˇpGSg,DSgqpSq “ tLagrangian subsheaves F 0 Ă H bOSu
and define a closed immersion
MˇpG,Dq Ñ MˇpGSg,DSgq
by sending the isotropic line z Ă V to the Lagrangian zH Ă H.
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4.3. Cusp label representatives. Fix a cusp label representative
Φ “ pP,D˝, hq
for the GSpin Shimura datum pG,Dq, and let pQΦ,DΦq be the associated
mixed Shimura datum. The parabolic subgroup P Ă G is either all of G, or
is the stabilizer of a totally isotropic subspace I Ă V with dimpIq P t1, 2u.
Assume first that the parabolic subgroup P Ă G is the stabilizer of an
isotropic line I Ă V . We define P -stable weight filtrations on V and H by
wt´3V “ 0, wt´2V “ wt´1V “ I, wt0V “ wt1V “ I
K, wt2V “ V,
and
wt´3H “ 0, wt´2H “ wt´1H “ IH, wt0H “ H.
Here we are using the inclusion I Ă EndQpHq determined by (4.1.3), and
setting
IH “ SpanQtℓx : ℓ P I, x P Hu.
The subgroup QΦ Ă P in the mixed Shimura datum is
QΦ “ ker
`
P Ñ GLpgr0pHqq
˘
.
The action QΦ Ñ SOpV q is faithful, and is given on the graded pieces of
wt‚V by the commutative diagram
(4.3.1) QΦ
νΦ //

Gm
z ÞÑpz,1,z´1q

P // GLpIq ˆ SOpIK{Iq ˆGLpV {IKq,
in which νΦ is the restriction to QΦ of the spinor similitude. This agrees
with the character (2.2.3). The groups UΦ and WΦ are
UΦ “WΦ “ kerpνΦ : QΦ Ñ Gmq,
and there is an isomorphism of Q-vector spaces
(4.3.2) pIK{Iq b I – UΦpQq
sending v b ℓ P pIK{Iq b I to the unipotent transformation of V defined by
x ÞÑ x` rx, ℓsv ´ rx, vsℓ ´Qpvqrx, ℓsℓ.
The dual of pQΦ,DΦq is the Q-scheme with functor of points
MˇpQΦ,DΦqpSq “
$&%
isotropic lines z Ă V bOS such that
V Ñ V {IK
identifies z – pV {IKq bOS
,.- .
Each z P DΦ determines a mixed Hodge structure on V of type p´1,´1q,
p0, 0q, p1, 1q, and F 1VC Ă VC is an isotropic line. The Borel morphism
DΦ Ñ Mˇ pQΦ,DΦqpCq
sends z ÞÑ F 1VC, and defines an isomorphism
(4.3.3) DΦ – π0pDq ˆ MˇpQΦ,DΦqpCq.
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Now assume that the parabolic subgroup P Ă G is the stabilizer of a
totally isotropic plane I Ă V . The plane I determines weight filtrations on
V and H by
wt´2V “ 0, wt´1V “ I, wt0V “ I
K, wt1V “ V
and
wt´3H “ 0, wt´2H “ I
2H, wt´1H “ IH, wt0H “ H.
Here we view I Ă EndpHq using left multiplication in CpV q, and set
IH “ SpanQtℓx : ℓ P I, x P Hu
I2H “ SpanQtℓℓ
1x : ℓ, ℓ1 P I, x P Hu.
The subgroup QΦ Ă P defining the mixed Shimura datum is
QΦ “ ker
`
P Ñ GLpgr0pHqq
˘
.
The natural action QΦ Ñ SOpV q is faithful, and is trivial on the quotient
IK{I. The groups UΦ ⊳WΦ ⊳QΦ are
WΦ “ kerpQΦ Ñ GLpIqq,
and
UΦ –
ľ2
I,
where we identify a ^ b P
Ź2 I with the unipotent transformation of V
defined by
x ÞÑ x` rx, asb´ rx, bsa.
The dual of pQΦ,DΦq is the Q-scheme with functor of points
Mˇ pQΦ,DΦqpSq “
$&%
isotropic lines z Ă V bOS such that
V Ñ V {IK identifies z with a rank one
local direct summand of pV {IKq bOS
,.- .
Each z P DΦ determines a mixed Hodge structure on V of type p´1, 0q,
p0,´1q, p0, 0q, p0, 1q, p1, 0q, and again the Borel morphism
DΦ Ñ Mˇ pQΦ,DΦqpCq
sends z ÞÑ F 1VC. It identifies DΦ with the open subset
DΦ “ UΦpCqD Ă π0pDq ˆ MˇpQΦ,DΦqpCq.
4.4. The line bundle of modular forms. Let Φ “ pP,D˝, hq be a cusp
label representative for pG,Dq. As always, the associated mixed Shimura
datum is denoted pQΦ,DΦq.
For any rational polyhedral cone σ Ă UΦpRqp´1q, applying the functor of
Proposition 3.3.2 to the standard representation GÑ SOpV q yields a filtered
vector bundle pVdR, F
‚VdRq on the partially compactified mixed Shimura
variety ShKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σq. The filtration has the form
0 “ F 2VdR Ă F
1VdR Ă F
0VdR Ă F
´1VdR “ VdR,
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in which F 1VdR is a line, isotropic with respect to the bilinear form
(4.4.1) VdR b VdR Ñ OShKΦ pQΦ,DΦ,σq
induced by (4.1.1). The filtration is completely determined by this isotropic
line, as F 0VdR “ pF
1VdRq
K.
Definition 4.4.1. The line bundle of weight one modular forms on the
partial compactification ShKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σq is ω “ F
1VdR.
By Remark 2.2.3, we obtain as a special case a line bundle ω “ F 1VdR of
modular forms on the pure Shimura variety ShKpG,Dq. For any g P GpAf q,
the pullback of this line bundle via the complex uniformization
D
z ÞÑrpz,gqs
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ ShKpG,DqpCq
is just the tautological bundle on the hermitian domain (4.1.2). This is
clear from the complex analytic definition (3.1.1) of V andR , and the explicit
description of the Hodge filtration (4.1.4). In particular, the line bundle ω
carries a metric, inherited from the metric
(4.4.2) ||z||2naive “ ´rz, zs
on the tautological line bundle over (4.1.2). We will often prefer to work
with the rescaled metric
(4.4.3) ||z||2 “ ´
rz, zs
4πeγ
where γ “ ´Γ1p1q is the Euler-Mascheroni constant.
Now suppose that K is neat, and small enough that there exists a finite
K-admissible complete cone decomposition Σ for pG,Dq having the no self-
intersection property. The functor of Theorem 3.4.1 defines an extension of
ω from ShKpG,Dq to the toroidal compactification
(4.4.4) ShKpG,D,Σq “
ğ
ΥPStratKpG,D,Σq
ZΥKpG,D,Σq,
which we again denote by ω.
Remark 4.4.2. Of course ω now has multiple meanings, but no confusion
should arise. Indeed, for every toroidal stratum representative Υ “ rpΦ, σqs
the canonical isomorphism
xShKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σq – xShKpG,D,Σq
of (2.6.3) identifies the line bundle ω on ShKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σq with the epony-
mous line bundle on ShKpG,D,Σq.
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4.5. The q-expansion principle. Keep the notation of §4.4. In order
to define q-expansions of sections of ωbk on the toroidal compactification
(4.4.4), we need to make some additional choices.
The first choice, of course, is a toroidal stratum representative
Υ “ rpΦ, σqs P StratKpG,D,Σq.
We choose this so that Φ “ pP,D˝, hq where P is the stabilizer of an isotropic
line I, and so that the rational polyhedral cone σ Ă UΦpRqp´1q has top
dimension. Thus the associated stratum of (4.4.4) is a closed subspace of
dimension 0.
As D has two connected components, there are exactly two continuous
surjections ǫ : D Ñ H0. Fix one of them. It, along with the spinor similitude
ν : GÑ Gm, induces a morphism of Shimura data
pG,Dq
ν
ÝÑ pGm,H0q.
Denote by 2πǫ˝ P H0 the image of the component D
˝. There is a unique
continuous extension of ǫ : D Ñ H0 to ǫ : DΦ Ñ H0, and this determines a
morphism of mixed Shimura data
pQΦ,DΦq
νΦÝÑ pGm,H0q,
where νΦ is the character of (4.3.1).
Now choose an auxiliary isotropic line I˚ Ă V with rI, I˚s ‰ 0. This
choice fixes a section
pQΦ,DΦq νΦ
// pGm,H0q.
s
tt
The underlying morphism of groups s : Gm Ñ QΦ sends, for any Q-algebra
R, a P Rˆ to the orthogonal transformation
(4.5.1) spaq ¨ x “
$’&’%
ax if x P IR
a´1x if x P I˚,R
x if x P pI ‘ I˚q
K
R.
Now use the isomorphism (4.3.3) to view
I˚C P Mˇ pQΦ,DΦqpCq
as a point of D˝Φ “ UΦpCqD
˝, and let s : H0 Ñ DΦ be the unique QΦpRq-
equivariant map sending 2πǫ˝ ÞÑ I˚C.
The section s determines a Levi decomposition QΦ “ Gm ˙ UΦ. Choose
a compact open subgroup K0 Ă GmpAf q contained in KΦ, and set
KΦ0 “ K0 ˙ pUΦpAf q XKΦq Ă KΦ.
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Proposition 4.5.1. The above choices determine a commutative diagramŮ
aPQˆą0zA
ˆ
f
{K0
pTΦpσq{C – //

xShKΦ0pQΦ,DΦ, σq{C
xShKpG,D,Σq{C p2.6.3q // xShKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σq{C,
of formal algebraic spaces, in which the vertical arrows are formally e´tale
surjections, and
(4.5.2) pTΦpσq def“ Spf´QrrqαssαPΓ_
Φ
p1q
xα,σyě0
¯
is the formal completion of (2.3.3) along its closed stratum.
Proof. Consider the diagram
ShK0pGm,H0q ˆSpecpQq TΦ
**❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚
ShKΦ0pQΦ,DΦq
//
νΦ

ShKΦpQΦ,DΦq
νΦ

ShK0pGm,H0q //
s
YY
ShνΦpKΦqpGm,H0q
in which the arrows labeled νΦ are the TΦ-torsors of (2.3.1), and the isomor-
phism “ “ ” is the trivialization induced by the section s.
There is a canonical bijection
Qˆą0zA
ˆ
f {K0 – ShK0pGm,H0qpCq
defined by a ÞÑ rp2πǫ˝, aqs. Using this, the top row of the above diagram
exhibits ShKΦpQΦ,DΦq{C as an e´tale quotient
(4.5.3)
ğ
aPQˆą0zA
ˆ
f
{K0
TΦ{C – ShKΦ0pQΦ,DΦq{C Ñ ShKΦpQΦ,DΦq{C.
This morphism extends to partial compactifications, and formally complet-
ing along the closed stratum yields a formally e´tale morphismğ
aPQˆą0zA
ˆ
f
{K0
pTΦpσq{C – xShKΦ0pQΦ,DΦ, σq{C Ñ xShKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σq{C.
This defines the top horizontal arrow and the right vertical arrow in the
diagram. The vertical arrow on the left is defined by the commutativity of
the diagram. 
Applying the functor of Proposition 3.3.2 to the QΦ-representations I Ă V
determines vector bundles IdR Ă VdR on ShKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σq. On the other
hand, there is an inclusion ω Ă VdR by the very definition ω “ F
1VdR.
These inclusions, along with the bilinear form (4.4.1), determine a morphism
(4.5.4) r¨, ¨s : IdR b ω Ñ OShKΦ pQΦ,DΦ,σq
.
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This leads us to the final choice we must make: any nonzero vector ℓ P I
defines a section
ℓan P H0
`
ShKΦpQΦ,DΦqpCq, I
an
dR
˘
of the line bundle
IandR “ QΦpQqzDΦ ˆ IC ˆQΦpAf q{KΦ
by sending
rpz, gqs ÞÑ
„ˆ
z,
ratpνΦpgqq
2πǫpzq
¨ ℓ, g
˙
.
Proposition 4.5.2. The holomorphic section ℓan extends uniquely to the
partial compactification ShKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σqpCq. This extension is algebraic
and defined over Q, and so arises from a unique global section
(4.5.5) ℓ P H0
`
ShKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σq, IdR
˘
.
Moreover, (4.5.4) is an isomorphism, and induces an isomorphism
ω
Ψ ÞÑrℓ,Ψs
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ OShKΦ pQΦ,DΦ,σq
.
Proof. As the action of QΦ on I is via νΦ : QΦ{UΦ Ñ Gm, the discussion
of §3.5 (see especially Remark 3.5.2) identifies IdR with the pullback of the
line bundle I b LiepGmq – I bOShνΦpKΦqpGm,H0q
via
ShKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σq
p2.3.4q
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ ShK¯ΦpQ¯Φ, D¯Φq “ ShνΦpKΦqpGm,H0q.
The section (4.5.5) is simply the pullback of the trivializing section
ℓb 1 P H0
`
ShνΦpKΦqpGm,H0q, I bOShνΦpKΦqpGm,H0q
˘
.
It now suffices to prove that (4.5.4) is an isomorphism. Recall from §4.3
that MˇpQΦ,DΦq has functor of points
MˇpQΦ,DΦqpSq “
"
isotropic lines z Ă V bOS such that
V Ñ V {IK identifies z – pV {IKq bOS
*
.
Let Iˇ and Vˇ be the (constant) QΦ-equivariant vector bundles on MˇpQΦ,DΦq
determined by the representations I and V . In the notation of Lemma 3.3.1,
the line bundle ωˇ “ F 1Vˇ is the tautological bundle, and the bilinear form
on V determines a QΦ-equivariant isomorphism
Iˇ b ωˇ Ñ Vˇ b Vˇ
r¨,¨s
ÝÝÑ OMˇpQΦ,DΦq.
By examining the construction of the functor in Proposition 3.3.2, the in-
duced morphism (4.5.4) is also an isomorphism. 
Propositions 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 are the basis for the theory of q-expansions.
Taking tensor powers in Proposition 4.5.2 determines an isomorphism
rℓbk, ¨ s : ωbk – OShKΦpQΦ,DΦ,σq
,
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and hence any global section
Ψ P H0
`
ShKpG,D,Σq{C,ω
bk
˘
determines a formal function rℓbk,Ψs onxShKpG,D,Σq{C – xShKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σq{C.
Now pull this formal function back via the formally e´tale surjectionğ
aPQˆą0zA
ˆ
f
{K0
pTΦpσq{C Ñ xShKpG,D,Σq{C
of Proposition 4.5.1. By restricting the pullback to the copy of pTΦpσq{C
indexed by a, we obtain a formal q-expansion (a.k.a. Fourier Jacobi expan-
sion)
(4.5.6) FJpaqpΨq “
ÿ
αPΓ_
Φ
p1q
xα,σyě0
FJpaqα pΨq ¨ qα P CrrqαssαPΓ_Φ p1q
xα,σyě0
.
We emphasize that (4.5.6) depends on the choice of toroidal stratum rep-
resentative Υ, as well as on the choices of DΦ Ñ H, I˚, and ℓ. These will
always be clear from context.
For each τ P AutpCq, denote by aτ P Q
ˆ
ą0zA
ˆ
f the unique element with
recpaτ q “ τ |Qab . The following is our version of the q-expansion principle of
[Ho¨r14, Theorem 2.8.7].
Proposition 4.5.3 (Rational q-expansion principle). For any a P Aˆf and
τ P AutpCq, the q-expansion coefficients of Ψ and Ψτ are related by
FJpaaτ qα pΨ
τ q “ τ
`
FJpaqα pΨq
˘
.
Moreover, Ψ is defined over a subfield L Ă C if and only if
FJpaaτ qα pΨq “ τ
`
FJpaqα pΨq
˘
for all a P Aˆf , all τ P AutpC{Lq, and all α P Γ
_
Φp1q.
Proof. The formal scheme (4.5.2) has a distinguished Q-valued point defined
by qα “ 0 (i.e. the unique point of the underlying reduced Q-scheme), and
hence has a distinguished C-valued point. Hence, using the morphisms of
Proposition 4.5.1, each a P Qˆą0zA
ˆ
f determines a distinguished point
cusp
paq
KΦ0
P xShKΦ0pQΦ,DΦ, σqpCq.
By examining the proof of Proposition 4.5.1, the reciprocity law (3.5.2)
implies that
cusp
paaτ q
KΦ0
“ τpcusp
paq
KΦ0
q
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for any τ P AutpCq, and the q-expansion (4.5.6) is, tautologically, the image
of the formal function rℓbk,Ψs in the completed local ring at cusp
paq
KΦ0
. The
first claim is now a consequence of the equality
rℓbk,Ψsτ “ rℓbk,Ψτ s
of formal functions onxShKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σq – xShKpG,D,Σq.
The second claim follows from the first, and the observation that two
rational sections Ψ1 and Ψ2 are equal if and only if FJ
paqpΨ1q “ FJ
paqpΨ2q
for all a. Indeed, to check that Ψ1 “ Ψ2, it suffices to check this in a formal
neighborhood of one point on each connected component of ShKpG,D,Σq{C.
Using strong approximation for the simply connected group
SpinpV q “ ker
`
ν : GÑ Gmq,
one can show that the fibers of
ShKpG,DqpCq Ñ ShνpKqpGm,H0qpCq
are connected. This implies that the images of the points cusp
paq
KΦ0
underxShKΦ0pQΦ,DΦ, σqpCq Ñ xShKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σqpCq – xShKpG,D,ΣqpCq
hit every connected component of ShKpG,D,ΣqpCq. 
5. Rational theory of Borcherds products
We turn to the theory of Borcherds products [Bor98, Bru02], using the
adelic formulation as in [Kud03].
For the rest of this article we fix Q-quadratic space pV,Qq of signature
pn, 2q with n ě 1, and denote by pG,Dq the associated GSpin Shimura
datum as in §4.1. We also fix VpZ and K as in (4.1.5) and (4.1.6).
5.1. Weakly holomorphic forms. Let SpVAf q be the Schwartz space of
locally constant C-valued compactly supported functions on VAf “ V bAf .
For any g P GpAf q abbreviate
gVZ “ gVpZ X V.
Denote by SVZ Ă SpVAf q the finite dimensional subspace of functions
invariant under VpZ, and supported on its dual lattice; we often identify it
with the space
SVZ “ CrV
_
Z {VZs
of functions on V _Z {VZ. The metaplectic double cover
ĂSL2pZq of SL2pZq acts
via the Weil representation
ρVZ :
ĂSL2pZq Ñ AutCpSVZq
as in [Bor98, Bru02, BF04]. Define the complex conjugate representation by
ρVZpγq ¨ ϕ “ pρVZpγq ¨ ϕq,
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for γ P ĂSL2pZq and ϕ P SVZ .
Remark 5.1.1. The complex conjugate ρVZ is isomorphic to the contragre-
dient of ρVZ . It agrees with the representation denoted ωVZ in [AGHM17a,
AGHMP17b].
Denote byM !
1´n{2pρVZq the space of weakly holomorphic forms for
ĂSL2pZq
of weight 1 ´ n{2 and representation ρVZ , as in [Bor98, Bru02, BF04]. In
particular, any
(5.1.1) fpτq “
ÿ
mPQ
m"´8
cpmq ¨ qm PM !1´n
2
pρVZq
is an SVZ-valued holomorphic function on the complex upper half-plane H.
Each Fourier coefficient cpmq P SVZ is determined by its values cpm,µq at
the various cosets µ P V _Z {VZ. Moreover, cpm,µq ‰ 0 implies m ” Qpµq
modulo Z.
Definition 5.1.2. The weakly holomorphic form (5.1.1) is integral if
cpm,µq P Z
for all m P Q and all µ P V _Z {VZ.
It is a theorem of McGraw [McG03] that the space of all forms (5.1.1) has
a C-basis of integral forms.
5.2. Borcherds products and regularized theta lifts. We now briefly
recall the construction of Borcherds products as in [Bor98, Bru02, Kud03].
Fix a morphism of Shimura data pG,Dq Ñ pGm,H0q, and a connected
component D˝ Ă D. Let GpRq˝ Ă GpRq be the stabilizer of D˝. Equiv-
alently, GpRq˝ is the subgroup of elements with positive spinor similitude.
Define GpQq˝ “ GpQq XGpRq˝.
The image 2πi P H0 of D
˝ determines an isomorphism from the hermitian
domain D defined in (4.1.2) to the space of oriented negative definite planes
in VR, by sending the isotropic vector z “ x` iy P D to the plane Rx` Ry
with its orientation determined by the ordered basis x, y.
Write τ “ u ` iv P H for the variable on the upper half-plane. For each
ϕ P SpVAf q there is a Siegel theta function
ϑpτ, z, g;ϕq : HˆD ˆGpAf q Ñ C,
as in [Kud03, (1.37)], satisfying the transformation law
ϑpτ, γz, γgh;ϕq “ ϑpτ, z, g;ϕ ˝ h´1q
for any γ P GpQq and any h P GpAf q.
Given a weakly holomorphic form (5.1.1) one can regularize the divergent
integral
(5.2.1) Θregpfqpz, gq “
ż
SL2pZqzH
fpτqϑpτ, z, gq
du dv
v2
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as in [Bor98, Bru02, Kud03]. Here we are viewing ϑ as a function
ϑpτ, z, gq : HˆD ˆGpAf q Ñ SpVAf q
_,
and implicitly making use of the tautological pairing
SpVAf q b SpVAf q
_ Ñ C
to obtain an SL2pZq-invariant scalar-valued integrand fpτqϑpτ, z, gq.
The regularized theta lift Θregpfq is a real analytic function defined on
an open subset of D ˆ GpAf q. More precisely, it is defined on the com-
plement of a prescribed analytic divisor, and has logarithmic singularities
along that divisor. Our Θregpfq is usually denoted Φpfq in the literature.
We have strayed from the standard notation to avoid confusion with cusp
label representatives.
As the subgroup K acts trivially on the quotient (4.1.7), the subspace
SVZ Ă SpVAf q is K-invariant. It follows that the regularized theta lift satis-
fies
(5.2.2) Θregpfqpγz, γgkq “ Θregpfqpz, gq
for any γ P GpQq and any k P K. This allows us to view Θregpfq as
a function on ShKpG,DqpCq. For any g P GpAf q, its restriction to the
connected component
(5.2.3) pGpQq˝ X gKg´1qzD˝
z ÞÑrpz,gqs
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ ShKpG,DqpCq
is denoted
Θregg pfqpzq
def
“ Θregpfqpz, gq.
Denote by ωD˝ the restriction to D
˝ of the tautological line bundle on
(4.1.2). It carries an action of GpRq˝ covering the action on the base, and a
GpRq˝ invariant metric (4.4.2).
Theorem 5.2.1 (Borcherds [Bor98, Bru02]). Assume that f is integral, and
that cp0, 0q P 2Z. There is a meromorphic section Ψgpfq of ω
bcp0,0q{2
D˝
such
that
(5.2.4) ´ 4 log ||Ψgpfq||naive “ Θ
reg
g pfq ` cp0, 0q logpπq ` cp0, 0qΓ
1p1q.
Here Γ1psq is the derivative of the usual Gamma function.
We call Ψgpfq the Borcherds product (or Borcherds lift) of f to D
˝, but
note that the relation (5.2.4) only determines Ψgpfq up to scaling by a
complex number of absolute value 1. The linearity of f ÞÑ Θregg pfq implies
the multiplicativity
Ψgpf1 ` f2q “ Ψgpf1q bΨgpf2q
of the Borcherds product, up to the ambiguity just noted.
The transformation law (5.2.2) implies the invariance of Θregg pfq under
any γ P GpQq˝ X gKg´1. This in turn implies the relation
ξgpγq “
Ψgpfqpγzq
γ ¨Ψgpfqpzq
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for some unitary character
ξg : GpQq
˝ X gKg´1 Ñ Cˆ,
which depends only on the double coset GpQq˝gK.
Definition 5.2.2. If ξg is trivial for all g P GpAf q, we will say that f has
trivial multiplier system with respect to K.
Lemma 5.2.3. Suppose (5.1.1) is integral. We may replace f with a positive
integer multiple in such a way that
(1) cp0, 0q P 2n`2Z,
(2) f has trivial multiplier system with respect to K.
Proof. This is clear from the main result of [Bor00], which asserts that the
characters ξg are of finite order. 
We assume until the end of §5.4 that the following hypotheses are satisfied.
Recall that pn, 2q is the signature of pV,Qq.
Hypothesis 5.2.4. Either
(1) n ě 3, or
(2) n “ 2 and V has Witt index 1.
Hypothesis 5.2.5. The weakly holomorphic form f of (5.1.1) is integral,
has trivial multiplier system with respect to K, and satisfies cp0, 0q P 2n`2Z.
Hypothesis 5.2.4 guarantees that V contains an isotropic line, so that we
may form q-expansions. It also implies that the boundary of the Bailey-Borel
compactification of ShKpG,Dq lies in codimension ě 2, and so Koecher’s
principle applies. The condition cp0, 0q P 2n`2Z in Hypothesis 5.2.5 implies
that the line bundle ωbcp0,0q{2 on ShKpG,Dq extends to the Baily-Borel
compactification3, as we will see in the proof of Proposition 5.2.7 below.
The assumption of trivial multiplier system in Hypothesis 5.2.5 guaran-
tees that each Ψgpfq descends to a meromorphic section on the connected
component (5.2.3). This allows us to make the following definition.
Definition 5.2.6. The Borcherds product Ψpfq is the meromorphic section
of the line bundle pωanqbcp0,0q{2 on ShKpG,DqpCq satisfying
´4 log ||Ψpfq||naive “ Θ
regpfq ` cp0, 0q logpπq ` cp0, 0qΓ1p1q.
It is well-defined up to rescaling by a complex number of absolute value 1
on every connected component. Its restriction to each component (5.2.3) is
equal to Ψgpfq, again up to scaling by a constant of absolute value 1.
Proposition 5.2.7. The Borcherds product Ψpfq, a priori a meromor-
phic section on ShKpG,DqpCq, is the analytification of a rational section
on ShKpG,Dq{C.
3It is presumably true that ω already extends to the Baily-Borel compactification, but
we will never need this.
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Proof. It suffices to prove this after shrinking K, so we may assume that
K is neat and ShKpG,Dq is a quasi-projective variety. Hypothesis 5.2.4
guarantees that the boundary of the (normal and projective) Bailey-Borel
compacification
ShKpG,Dq ãÑ ShKpG,Dq
BB
lies in codimension ě 2.
Let π : A Ñ ShKpG,Dq be the Kuga-Satake abelian scheme of §4.2, and
define the Hodge bundle
ωHodge “ π˚Ω
dimpAq
A{ShKpG,Dq
on ShKpG,Dq. According to [Mad16, Proposition 4.18] there is an isomor-
phism
ωb2Hodge – ω
b2n`1 .
The Hodge bundle extends to the Baily-Borel compactification. Indeed,
this follows from functoriality of the Baily-Borel compactification and the
analogous extension result [FC90, Chapter V] on the Siegel modular variety
from which A was pulled back. By Hypothesis 5.2.5 the line bundle ωbcp0,0q{2
also extends to the Baily-Borel compactification.
By a suitable generalization of the Koecher principle (more precisely,
Levi’s generalization [GR84, §9.5] of Hartogs’ theorem to meromorphic func-
tions on normal complex analytic spaces), the Borcherds product Ψpfq ex-
tends to a meromorphic section of pωanqbcp0,0q{2 over the Baily-Borel com-
pactification.
By Chow’s theorem on the algebraicity of analytic divisors on projective
varieties, the analytically defined divisor D “ divpΨpfqq is actually an alge-
braic divisor on ShKpG,Dq
BB
{C . Now view Ψpfq as a holomorphic section of
the analytification of the line bundle
ωbcp0,0q{2 bOp´Dq
on ShKpG,Dq
BB
{C . By GAGA this section is algebraic, as desired. 
Remark 5.2.8. Borcherds does not work adelically. Instead, for every input
form (5.1.1) he constructs a single meromorphic section Ψclassicalpfq over D
˝.
However, each g P GpAf q determines an isomorphism V
_
Z {VZ Ñ gV
_
Z {gVZ,
which induces an isomorphism
M !1´n
2
pρVZq
f ÞÑg¨f
ÝÝÝÝÑM !1´n
2
pρgVZq.
Replacing the pair pVZ, fq by pgVZ, gfq yields another meromorphic section
Ψclassicalpgfq over D
˝, and
Ψgpfq “ Ψclassicalpgfq.
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5.3. The product expansion I. For a fixed h P GpAf q, we will recall the
product formula for Ψhpfq due to Borcherds.
Fix an isotropic line I Ă V . Fix also an isotropic line I˚ Ă V with
rI, I˚s ‰ 0, but do this in a particular way: first choose a Z-module generator
ℓ P I X hVZ, and then choose a k P hV
_
Z such that rℓ, ks “ 1. Now take I˚
be the span of the isotropic vector
(5.3.1) ℓ˚ “ k ´Qpkqℓ.
Obviously rℓ, ℓ˚s “ 1, but we need not have ℓ˚ P hV
_
Z .
Abbreviate V0 “ I
K{I. This is a Q-vector space endowed with a quadratic
form of signature pn´ 1, 1q, and a Z-lattice
(5.3.2) V0Z “ pI
K X hVZq{pI X hVZq Ă V0.
Denote by
LightConepV0Rq “ tw P V0R : Qpwq ă 0u
the light cone in V0R. It is a disjoint union of two open convex cones. Every
v P IKC determines an isotropic vector
ℓ˚ ` v ´ rℓ˚, vsℓ´Qpvqℓ P VC,
depending only on the image v P V0C. The resulting injection V0C Ñ P
1pVCq
restricts to an isomorphism
V0R ` p2πiq
´1LightConepV0Rq – D,
and we let LightCone˝pV0Rq Ă LightConepV0Rq be the connected component
with
V0R ` p2πiq
´1LightCone˝pV0Rq – D
˝.
There is an action ρV0Z of
ĂSL2pZq on the finite dimensional C-vector space
SV0Z , exactly as in §5.1, and a weakly holomorphic modular form
f0pτq “
ÿ
mPQ
m"´8
ÿ
λPV _
0Z
{V0Z
c0pm,λq ¨ q
m PM !1´n
2
pρV0Zq
whose coefficients are defined by
c0pm,λq “
ÿ
µPhV _
Z
{hVZ
µ„λ
cpm,h´1µq.
Here we understand h´1µ to mean the image of µ under the isomorphism
hV _Z {hVZ Ñ V
_
Z {VZ defined by multiplication by h
´1. The notation µ „ λ
requires explanation: denoting by
p : pIK X hV _Z q{pI
K X hVZq Ñ V
_
0Z{V0Z
the natural map, µ „ λ means that there is a
(5.3.3) µ˜ P IK X pµ ` hVZq
such that ppµ˜q “ λ.
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Every vector x P V0 of positive length determines a hyperplane x
K Ă V0R.
For each m P Qą0 and λ P V
_
0Z{V0Z define a formal sum of hyperplanes
Hpm,λq “
ÿ
xPλ`V0Z
Qpxq“m
xK,
in V0R, and set
Hpf0q “
ÿ
mPQą0
λPV _
0Z
{V0Z
c0p´m,λq ¨Hpm,λq.
Definition 5.3.1. A Weyl chamber for f0 is a connected component
(5.3.4) W Ă LightCone˝pV0Rqr SupportpHpf0qq.
Let N be the positive integer determined by NZ “ rhVZ, I X hVZs, and
note that ℓ{N P hV _Z . Set
(5.3.5) A “
ź
xPZ{NZ
x‰0
´
1´ e2πix{N
¯cp0,xh´1ℓ{Nq
.
Tautologically, every fiber of ωD˝ is a line in VC, and each such fiber pairs
nontrivially with the isotropic line IC. Using the nondegenerate pairing
r ¨ , ¨ s : IC b ωD˝ Ñ OD˝ ,
the Borcherds product Ψhpfq and the isotropic vector ℓ P I determine a
meromorphic function rℓbcp0,0q{2,Ψhpfqs on D
˝. It is this function that
Borcherds expresses as an infinite product.
Theorem 5.3.2 (Borcherds [Bor98, Bru02]). For each Weyl chamber W
there is a vector ̺ P V0 with the following property: For all
v P V0R ` p2πiq
´1
W Ă V0C
with |QpImpvqq| " 0, the value of rℓbcp0,0q{2,Ψhpfqs at the isotropic line
ℓ˚ ` v ´ rℓ˚, vsℓ ´Qpvqℓ P D
˝
is given by the (convergent) infinite product
uA ¨ e2πir̺,vs
ź
λPV _
0Z
rλ,W są0
ź
µPhV _
Z
{hVZ
µ„λ
´
1´ ζµ ¨ e
2πirλ,vs
¯cp´Qpλq,h´1µq
for some complex number u of absolute value 1. Here, recalling the vector
k P hV _Z appearing in (5.3.1), we have set
ζµ “ e
2πirµ,ks.
Remark 5.3.3. The vector ̺ P V0 of the theorem is the Weyl vector. It is
completely determined by the weakly holomorphic form f0 and the choice
of Weyl chamber W .
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5.4. The product expansion II. Our goal is to connect the product ex-
pansion of Theorem 5.3.2 with the algebraic theory of q-expansions from
§4.5. First we make a good choice of toroidal compactification of ShKpG,Dq.
Throughout §5.4 we assume that K is neat.
Begin by choosing a cusp label representative Φ “ pP,D˝, hq for which P
is the stabilizer of an isotropic line I. Let ℓ P I X hVZ be a generator, let ℓ˚
be as in (5.3.1), and let I˚ “ Qℓ˚. Set V0 “ I
K{I as before, and recall the
isomorphism V0 b I – UΦpQq of (4.3.2). This induces an isomorphism
V0R
bp2πiq´1ℓ
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ V0R b Ip´1q – UΦpRqp´1q
identifying LightCone˝pV0Rq with the open convex cone CΦ of (2.4.1).
Lemma 5.4.1. Fix a Weyl chamber W as (5.3.4). After possibly shrinking
K, there exists a K-admissible, complete cone decomposition Σ of pG,Dq
having the no self-intersection property, and such that the following holds:
there is some top-dimensional rational polyhedral cone σ P ΣΦ whose interior
is identified with an open subset of W under the above isomorphism
CΦ – LightCone
˝pV0Rq.
Proof. This is an elementary exercise. Using Remark 2.6.1, we first shrink
K in order to find some K-admissible, complete cone decomposition Σ of
pG,Dq having the no self-intersection property. We may furthermore choose
Σ to be smooth, and applying barycentric subdivision [Pin89, §5.24] finitely
many times yields a refinement of Σ with the desired properties. 
For the remainder of §5.4 we assume that K, Σ, W , and σ Ă UΦpRqp´1q
are as in Lemma 5.4.1. As in §4.4, the line bundle ω on ShKpG,Dq has a
canonical extension to ShKpG,D,Σq, and we view Ψpfq as a rational section
over ShKpG,D,Σq{C.
By setting Υ “ rpΦ, σqs P StratKpG,D,Σq, the top-dimensional cone σ
singles out a 0-dimensional stratum
ZΥKpG,D,Σq Ă ShKpG,D,Σq
as in §2.6. Completing along this stratum, Proposition 4.5.1 provides us
with a formally e´tale surjectionğ
aPQˆą0zA
ˆ
f
{K0
Spf
´
CrrqαssαPΓ_
Φ
p1q
xα,σyě0
¯
Ñ xShKpG,D,Σq{C,
where K0 Ă A
ˆ
f is chosen small enough that the section (4.5.1) satisfies
spK0q Ă KΦ. As in (4.5.6), the Borcherds product Ψpfq and the isotropic
vector ℓ determine a rational formal function rℓbcp0,0q{2,Ψpfqs on the target,
which pulls back to a rational formal function
(5.4.1) FJpaqpΨpfqq P Frac
´
CrrqαssαPΓ_Φ p1q
xα,σyě0
¯
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for every index a. The following proposition explains how this formal q-
expansion varies with a.
Proposition 5.4.2. Let F Ă C be the abelian extension of Q determined by
rec : Qˆą0zA
ˆ
f {K0 – GalpF {Qq.
The rational formal function (5.4.1) has the form
(5.4.2) p2πiqcp0,0q{2 ¨ FJpaqpΨpfqq “ upaqArecpaqq̺b2πiℓ˚ ¨ BP
recpaq.
Here upaq P C is some constant of absolute value 1. The power series BP
(Borcherds Product) is the infinite product
BP “
ź
λPV _
0Z
rλ,W są0
ź
µPhV _
Z
{hVZ
µ„λ
´
1´ ζµ ¨ qλb2πiℓ˚
¯cp´Qpλq,h´1µq
P OF rrqαssαPΓ_
Φ
p1q
xα,σyě0
.
The constant A and the roots of unity ζµ have the same meaning as in
Theorem 5.3.2, and these constants lie in OF . The meaning of qλb2πiℓ˚ is
as follows: dualizing the isomorphism V0 b I – UΦpQq of (4.3.2) yields an
isomorphism V0 b V {I
K – UΦpQq
_, and each
(5.4.3) α “ λb 2πiℓ˚ P V0 b pV {I
Kqp1q – UΦpQq
_p1q
appearing in the product actually lies in the lattice Γ_Φp1q Ă UΦpQq
_p1q.
The condition rλ,W s ą 0 implies that xα, σy ą 0. Of course q̺b2πiℓ˚ has
the same meaning, with ̺ the Weyl vector of Theorem 5.3.2, although
̺b 2πiℓ˚ P Γ
_
Φp1q
need not satisfy the positivity condition x̺b 2πiℓ˚, σy ą 0.
Proof. First we address the field of definition of the constants A and ζµ.
Lemma 5.4.3. The constant A of (5.3.5) lies in OF , and ζµ P OF for every
µ appearing in the above product.
Proof. Suppose a P K0. It follows from the discussion preceeding (4.1.7) that
spaq P hKh´1 stabilizes the lattice hVZ, and acts trivially on the quotient
hV _Z {hVZ. In particular, spaq acts trivially on the vector ℓ{N P hV
_
Z {hVZ.
On the other hand, by its very definition (4.5.1) we know that spaq acts by
a on this vector. It follows that pa ´ 1qℓ{N P hVZ, from which we deduce
first a´ 1 P NpZ, and then Arecpaq “ A.
Suppose µ P hV _Z {hVZ satisfies µ „ λ for some λ P V
_
0Z. By (5.3.3) we
may fix some µ˜ P IK X pµ` hVZq. This allows us to compute, using (5.3.1),
ζrecpaqµ “ e
2πirµ˜,aks “ e2πirµ˜,aℓ˚se2πiQpkq¨rµ˜,aℓs
“ e2πirµ˜,spaq
´1ℓ˚se2πiQpkq¨rµ˜,spaqℓs.
As rµ˜, ℓs “ 0, we have rµ˜, spaqℓs “ 0 “ rµ˜, spaq´1ℓs. Thus
ζrecpaqµ “ e
2πirµ˜,spaq´1ℓ˚se2πiQpkq¨rµ˜,spaq
´1ℓs “ e2πirµ˜,spaq
´1ks “ e2πirspaqµ˜,ks.
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As above, spaq acts trivially on hV _Z {hVZ, and we conclude that
ζrecpaqµ “ e
2πirµ˜,ks “ ζµ.

Suppose a P Aˆf . The image of the discrete group
Γ
paq
Φ “ spaqKΦspaq
´1 XQΦpQq
˝
under νΦ : QΦ Ñ Gm is contained in pZˆ X Qˆą0 “ t1u, and hence ΓpaqΦ is
contained in kerpνΦq “ UΦ. Recalling that the conjugation action of QΦ on
UΦ is by νΦ, we find that
Γ
paq
Φ “ ratpνΦpspaqqq ¨
`
KΦ X UΦpQq
˘
“ ratpaq ¨ ΓΦ
as lattices in UΦpQq.
Recalling (4.5.3) and (2.6.4), consider the following commutative diagram
of complex analytic spaces
(5.4.4)
Ů
a Γ
paq
Φ zD
˝ //❴❴❴❴❴❴
– z ÞÑrpz,spaqqs

Ů
a TΦpCq
–

Ů
a ΓΦp´1q b C
ˆ
UKΦ0pQΦ,DΦq
//

ShKΦ0pQΦ,DΦqpCq

UKΦpQΦ,DΦq
//
rpz,gqsÞÑrpz,ghqs

ShKΦpQΦ,DΦqpCq
ShKpG,DqpCq,
in which all horizontal arrows are open immersions, all vertical arrows are
local isomorphisms on the source, and the disjoint unions are over a set of
coset representatives a P Qˆą0zA
ˆ
f {K0. The dotted arrow is, by definition,
the unique open immersion making the upper left square commute.
Lemma 5.4.4. Fix an α P Γ_Φp1q, and write α “ λ b 2πiℓ˚ as in (5.4.3).
Suppose v P V0R ` p2πiq
´1LightCone˝pV0Rq. If we restrict the character
qα : ΓΦp´1q bC
ˆ Ñ Cˆ
to a function Γ
paq
Φ zD
˝ Ñ Cˆ via the open immersion in the top row of
(5.4.4), its value at the isotropic vector ℓ˚ ` v ´ rℓ˚, vsℓ´Qpvqℓ P D
˝ is
qλb2πiℓ˚ “ e
2πirλ,vs{ratpaq.
Proof. The proof is a (slightly tedious) exercise in tracing through the def-
initions. The dotted arrow in the diagram above is induced by the open
immersion D˝ Ă UΦpCqD
˝ “ D˝Φ and the isomorphismsğ
a
Γ
paq
Φ zD
˝
Φ – ShKΦ0pQΦ,DΦqpCq –
ğ
a
TΦpCq.
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The second isomorphism is the trivialization of the TKΦ0pQΦ,DΦqpCq-torsor
ShKΦ0pQΦ,DΦqpCq Ñ ShK0pGm,H0qpCq
induced by the section s : pGm,H0q Ñ pQΦ,DΦq, as in the proof of Propo-
sition 4.5.1.
On the component indexed by a, this isomorphism is obtained by com-
bining the isomorphism
(5.4.5) UΦpCq{ΓΦ – ΓΦp´1q b C{Zp1q
idbexp
ÝÝÝÝÑ ΓΦp´1q b C
ˆ “ TΦpCq
with the isomorphism
UΦpCq{ΓΦ
ratpaq
ÝÝÝÑ UΦpCq{Γ
paq
Φ – Γ
paq
Φ zD
˝
Φ,
where we use the isotropic line ℓ˚ “ sp2πiq P D
˝
Φ to trivialize Γ
paq
Φ zD
˝
Φ as a
UΦpCq{Γ
paq
Φ -torsor.
Now identify
V0C b I – UΦpCq
u ÞÑpratpaquq¨ℓ˚
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ D˝Φ
using (4.3.2). On the one hand, a point pv b ℓq{ratpaq P V0C b I is sent to
the isotropic vector
ℓ˚ ` v ´ rℓ˚, vsℓ´Qpvqℓ P D
˝
Φ.
On the other hand, the image of pv b ℓq{ratpaq under the composition of
(5.4.5) with qα “ qλb2πiℓ˚ is
erλ,vsr2πiℓ˚ ,ℓs{ratpaq “ e2πirλ,vs{ratpaq
as desired. 
Lemma 5.4.5. Suppose v P V0R ` p2πiq
´1W with |QpImpvqq| " 0. The
value of the meromorphic function
ratpaqcp0,0q{2 ¨ rℓcp0,0q{2,Ψspaqhpfqs
at the isotropic line ℓ˚ ` v ´ rℓ˚, vsℓ´Qpvqℓ P D
˝ is
A
recpaq
Φ ¨ e
2πir̺,vs{ratpaq
ˆ
ź
λPV _
0Z
rλ,W są0
ź
µPhV _
Z
{hVZ
µ„λ
´
1´ ζrecpaqµ ¨ e
2πirλ,vs{ratpaq
¯cp´Qpλq,h´1µq
,
up to scaling by a complex number of absolute value 1.
Proof. The proof amounts to carefully keeping track of how Theorem 5.3.2
changes when Ψhpfq is replaced by Ψspaqhpfq. The main source of confusion
is that the vectors ℓ and ℓ˚ appearing in Theorem 5.3.2 were chosen to have
nice properties with respect to the lattice hVZ, and so we must first pick new
isotropic vectors ℓpaq and ℓ
paq
˚ having similarly nice properties with respect
to spaqhVZ.
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Set ℓpaq “ ratpaqℓ. This is a generator of
I X spaqhVZ “ ratpaq ¨ pI X hVZq.
Now choose a kpaq P spaqhV _Z such that rℓ
paq, kpaqs “ 1, and let I
paq
˚ Ă V be
the span of the isotropic vector
ℓ
paq
˚ “ k
paq ´Qpkpaqqℓpaq.
Using the fact that QΦ acts trivially on the quotient I
K{I, it is easy to
see that the lattice
V
paq
0Z “ pI
K X spaqhVZq{pI X spaqhVZq Ă I
K{I
is equal, as a subset of IK{I, to the lattice V0Z of (5.3.2). Thus replacing
hVZ by spaqhVZ has no effect on the construction of the modular form f0,
or on the formation of Weyl chambers or their corresponding Weyl vectors.
Similarly, as QΦ stabilizes I, the ideal NZ “ rhVZ, I XhVZs is unchanged
if h is replaced by spaqh. Replacing h by spaqh in the definition of A now
determines a new constant
Apaq “
ź
xPZ{NZ
x‰0
´
1´ e2πix{N
¯cp0,x¨spaq´1h´1ℓpaq{Nq
“
ź
xPZ{NZ
x‰0
´
1´ e2πix{N
¯cp0,x¨unitpaq´1h´1ℓ{Nq
“
ź
xPZ{NZ
x‰0
´
1´ e2πix¨unitpaq{N
¯cp0,ah´1ℓ{Nq
“ Arecpaq.
Citing Theorem 5.3.2 with h replaced by spaqh everywhere, and using the
isomorphism
spaqhV _Z {spaqhVZ – hV
_
Z {hVZ
induced by the action of spaq´1, we find that the value of
(5.4.6) rpℓpaqqcp0,0q{2,Ψspaqhpfqs “ ratpaq
cp0,0q{2rℓcp0,0q{2,Ψspaqhpfqs
at the isotropic line
ℓ
paq
˚ ` v ´ rℓ
paq
˚ , vsℓ
paq ´Qpvqℓpaq P D˝
is given by the infinite product
A
paq
Φ ¨ e
2πir̺,vs
ź
λPV _
0Z
rλ,W są0
ź
µPhV _
Z
{hVZ
µ„λ
`
1´ e2πirspaqµ,k
paqs ¨ e2πirλ,vs
˘cp´Qpλq,h´1µq
.
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Now make a change of variables. If we set vpaq “ ℓ˚ ´ ratpaqℓ
paq
˚ P V0, we
find that the value of (5.4.6) at the isotropic line
ℓ˚ ` v ´ rℓ˚, vsℓ´Qpvqℓ
“ ℓ
paq
˚ `
´v ` vpaq
ratpaq
¯
´
”
ℓ
paq
˚ ,
´v ` vpaq
ratpaq
¯ı
ℓpaq ´Q
´v ` vpaq
ratpaq
¯
ℓpaq
is
A
paq
Φ ¨ e
2πir̺,v`vpaqs{ratpaq
ˆ
ź
λPV _0Z
rλ,W są0
ź
µPhV _
Z
{hVZ
µ„λ
´
1´ e2πirspaqµ,k
paqse2πirλ,v`v
paqs{ratpaq
¯cp´Qpλq,h´1µq
.
Assuming that µ „ λ, we may lift λ P IK{I to µ˜ P IK X pµ ` hVZq.
Computing in Q{Z – pQ{pZ, and using rµ˜, ℓs “ 0 “ rµ˜, ℓ˚s and the fact that
spaq P QΦpAf q acts trivially on pI
K{Iq b Af , we have
rλ, vpaqs{ratpaq “ rspaqµ˜, vpaqs{ratpaq
“ rspaqµ˜, ratpaq´1ℓ˚ ´ ℓ
paq
˚ s
“ rµ˜, spaq´1ratpaq´1ℓ˚ ´ spaq
´1ℓ
paq
˚ s
“ rµ˜, a ¨ ratpaq´1ℓ˚ ´ spaq
´1ℓ
paq
˚ s
“ rµ˜,unitpaqk ´ spaq´1kpaqs
“ rµ,unitpaqk ´ spaq´1kpaqs,
where the final equality follows from
unitpaqk ´ spa´1qkpaq P pIK X hV _pZ .
Thus
e2πirsphqµ,k
paqse2πirλ,v`v
paqs{ratpaq “ e2πirµ,spaq
´1kpaqse2πirλ,v`v
paqs{ratpaq
“ ζunitpaqµ ¨ e
2πirλ,vs{ratpaq.
Finally, the equality
e2πir̺,v`v
paqs{ratpaq “ e2πir̺,vs{ratpaq
holds up to a root of unity, simply because r̺, vpaqs P Q. 
Working on one connected component
Γ
paq
Φ zD
˝
ãÑ UKΦ0pQΦ,DΦq,
the pullback of Ψpfq is Ψspaqhpfq. The pullback of the section ℓ
an of the
constant vector bundle IandR determined by IC is, by the definition preceding
Proposition 4.5.2, the constant section determined by
ratpaq
2πi
¨ ℓ P IC.
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Thus on Γ
paq
Φ zD
˝ we have the equality of meromorphic functions
p2πiqcp0,0q{2 ¨ rℓbcp0,0q{2,Ψpfqs “ ratpaqcp0,0q{2 ¨ rℓbcp0,0q{2,Ψspaqhpfqs,
and the stated q-expansion (5.4.2) follows from the above lemmas. The
integrality conditions λ b 2πiℓ˚ P Γ
_
Φp1q of the proposition (and similarly
for the Weyl vector) are deduced after the fact, using the invariance of this
meromorphic function under Γ
paq
Φ .
This completes the proof of Proposition 5.4.2. 
5.5. Descent to the reflex field. In §5.5 we assume that the pZ-lattice
(4.1.5) is chosen so that VZ Ă V is maximal with respect to the quadratic
form Q. That is, VZ is not properly contained in any Z-lattice on which Q
is Z-valued. Again, K is any compact open subgroup satisfying (4.1.6).
We now use Proposition 4.5.3 to show that the Borcherds product of
Proposition 5.2.7, after slight modification, descends to Q.
Theorem 5.5.1. Assume that pV,Qq satisfies Hypothesis 5.2.4, and let
fpτq “
ÿ
mPQ
m"´8
cpmq ¨ qm PM !1´n
2
pρVZq
be any weakly holomorphic form that is integral, in the sense of Definition
5.1.2. After multiplying f by any sufficiently divisible positive integer, there
is a rational section ψpfq of ωbcp0,0q over ShKpG,Dq satisfying
(5.5.1) ´ 2 log ||ψpfq|| “ Θregpfq,
where the metric on ωbcp0,0q is (4.4.3).
Proof. It suffices to prove this when K “ GpAf q XCpVpZqˆ, for then we can
pull back ψpfq to any smaller level structure. For this choice of level struc-
ture the Shimura variety ShKpG,DqpCq is connected [AGHMP17b, Propo-
sition 4.1.1].
By Lemma 5.2.3 we may replace fpτq by a positive integer multiple so
that Hypothesis 5.2.5 is satisfied. Applying Proposition 5.2.7 to the form
2f gives us a rational section
ψpfq “ p2πiqcp0,0qΨp2fq
of ωbcp0,0q over ShKpG,Dq{C. The relation (5.5.1) is just a restatement of
(5.2.4), and the only thing to prove is that ψpfq is, after rescaling by a
constant of absolute value 1, defined over Q.
Fix any cusp label representative Φ “ pP,D˝, hq with P the stabilizer of
an isotropic line I. As in §5.3, let ℓ P I X hVZ be a generator.
Let N be as in (5.3.5). Our assumption that VZ is maximal implies that
N “ 1. Indeed, the finite quadratic space V _Z {VZ – hV
_
Z {hVZ, endowed
with the Q{Z-valued quadratic form induced by Q, has no nonzero isotropic
vectors. As ℓ{N P hV _Z {hVZ is isotropic, we deduce first that ℓ{N P hVZ,
and then that N “ 1.
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By the very definition of N , we may now choose a k P hVZ with rℓ, ks “ 1.
With this choice of k, let ℓ˚ P hVZ be as in (5.3.1), and set I˚ “ Qℓ˚.
Lemma 5.5.2. The section (4.5.1) determined by I˚ satisfies
(5.5.2) sppZˆq Ă KΦ.
Proof. Note that rℓ, ℓ˚s “ 1, and so H “ Qℓ ` Qℓ˚ Ă V is a hyperbolic
plane. Its corresponding spinor similitude group GSpinpHq is just the unit
group of the even Clifford algebra C`pHq.
The natural inclusion GSpinpHq Ñ G takes values in the subgroup QΦ,
and the cocharacter (4.5.1) factors as
Gm
s
ÝÑ GSpinpHq Ñ QΦ
where the first arrow sends a P Qˆ to spaq “ a´1ℓ˚ℓ ` ℓℓ˚, viewed as an
element in the even Clifford algebra of H. From this explicit formula and
the inclusion
HpZ “ pZℓ‘ pZℓ˚ Ă hVpZ,
it is clear that (4.5.1) satisfies
sppZq Ă C`pHpZqˆ Ă QΦpAf q X CphVpZqˆ “ KΦ.

Fix a neat compact open subgroup K˜ Ă K small enough that there is
a K˜-admissible complete cone decomposition Σ for pG,Dq satisfying the
conclusion of Lemma 5.4.1, for some fixed Weyl chamber W . In particular,
Lemma 5.4.1 singles out a top-dimensional rational polyhedral cone σ P ΣΦ.
Letting Υ “ rpΦ, σqs P StratK˜pG,D,Σq, we obtain, as in Proposition
4.5.1, a formally e´tale surjectionğ
aPQˆą0zA
ˆ
f
{K˜0
Spf
´
CrrqαssαPΓ_
Φ
p1q
xα,σyě0
¯
Ñ xShK˜pG,D,Σq{C
for some K˜0 Ă A
ˆ
f . Letting ψ˜pfq be the pullback of ψpfq to a rational
section on ShK˜pG,D,Σq{C, the q-expansion
(5.5.3) FJpaqpψ˜pfqq P CrrqαssαPΓ_Φ p1q
xα,σyě0
is actually independent of a. Indeed, using the notation of (5.4.4), with K
replaced by K˜ throughout, these q-expansions can be computed in terms of
the pullback of ψpfq to the upper left corner inŮ
aPQˆą0zA
ˆ
f
{K˜0
Γ˜
paq
Φ zD
˝

z ÞÑrpz,spaqhqs
// ShK˜pG,DqpCq

pKΦ X UΦpQqqzD
˝ z ÞÑrpz,hqs // ShKpG,DqpCq.
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Here we have chosen our coset representatives a P pZˆ. This implies, by
(5.5.2), that spaq P KΦ Ă hKh
´1, and so
Γ˜
paq
Φ “ spaqK˜Φspaq
´1 X UΦpQq Ă KΦ X UΦpQq
and spaqhK “ hK. It follows that the pullback of ψpfq to the upper left
corner is the same on every copy of D˝.
The constants A and ζµ appearing in Proposition 5.4.2 are equal to 1.
This is clear from our calculation N “ 1 above, and the fact that we chose
k P hVZ. By Proposition 5.4.2 we may rescale ψpfq by a constant of absolute
value 1 so that (5.5.3) has integer coefficients for one, hence all choices of a.
Moreover, it is clear from Proposition 5.4.2 that at least one coefficient of
(5.5.3) is equal to 1. (This last observation is not needed here, but will be
used in the proof of Proposition 7.3.1.)
Proposition 4.5.3 now implies that ψ˜pfq is defined over Q, and the same
is therefore true of ψpfq. 
Remark 5.5.3. We will see later that Theorem 5.5.1 holds word-for-word if
Hypothesis 5.2.4 is omitted. Indeed, if K “ GpAf qXCpVpZqˆ this follows by
specializing Theorem 7.3.2 below to the generic fiber. The desired ψpfq for
smaller K is then obtained by pullback.
6. Integral models of orthogonal Shimura varieties
Fix a prime p. We assume throughout §6 that VZ is a maximal lattice
in our fixed quadratic space pV,Qq, and that the compact open subgroup
(4.1.6) factors as K “ KpK
p with
Kp “ GpQpq X CpVZpq
ˆ.
In this section we will define an integral model
SKpG,Dq Ñ SpecpZppqq
of ShKpG,Dq, and construct toroidal compactifications of SKpG,Dq. We
will also show that the line bundle of weight one modular forms ω extends
in a canonical way to these compactified integral models.
6.1. Isometric embeddings. First, we need a few preliminaries about
quadratic lattices.
Definition 6.1.1. We will say that VZp is almost self-dual if one of the
following holds:
‚ VZp is self-dual;
‚ p “ 2, dimQpV q is odd, and rV
_
Z2
: VZ2s is not divisible by 4.
Remark 6.1.2. This definition is equivalent to requiring that the quadric over
Zp that parameterizes isotropic lines in VZp is smooth. Here, an isotropic
line in VR for an Zp-algebra R is a local direct summand I Ă VR of rank 1
that is locally generated by an element v P I satisfying Qpvq “ 0.
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Remark 6.1.3. The almost self-duality of VZ2 is equivalent to requiring that
the radical of the bilinear form on VF2 has dimension at most 1.
We will repeatedly find ourselves in the following situation. Suppose we
have another quadratic space pV ˛, Q˛q of signature pn˛, 2q, and an isometric
embedding V ãÑ V ˛. This induces a morphism of Clifford algebras CpV q Ñ
CpV ˛q, which induces a morphism of GSpin Shimura data
pG,Dq Ñ pG˛,D˛q.
Exactly as we assume for pV,Qq, suppose we are given a pZ-lattice
V ˛pZ Ă V ˛ b Af
on which Q˛ is pZ-valued, and such that V ˛Z “ V ˛ X V ˛pZ is maximal. Let
K˛ “ K˛pK
˛,p Ă G˛pAf q XCpV
˛pZ qˆ
be a compact open subgroup with K˛p “ G
˛pQpq X CpV
˛
Zp
qˆ.
Assume that VZ Ă V
˛
Z , and that K Ă K
˛ so that we have a finite and
unramified morphism
(6.1.1) j : ShKpG,Dq Ñ ShK˛pG
˛,D˛q
of canonical models. Note that our choices imply that Kp “ K
˛
p X GpQpq,
and (using the assumption that VZ is maximal) that VZ “ V X V
˛
Z .
Lemma 6.1.4.
(1) It is possible to choose pV ˛, Q˛q and V ˛pZ as above in such a way that
V ˛Z is self-dual.
(2) It is possible to choose pV ˛, Q˛q and V ˛pZ as above in such a way that
V ˛Zp is almost self-dual, and V Ă V
˛ with codimension at most 2.
Proof. An exercise in the classification of quadratic spaces over Q shows that
we may choose a positive definite quadratic space W in such a way that
the orthogonal direct sum V ˛ “ V ‘ W admits a self-dual lattice locally
at every finite prime (for example, we may arrange for V ˛ to be a sum of
hyperbolic planes locally at every finite prime). From Eichler’s theorem that
any two maximal lattices in a Qp-quadratic space are isometric, it follows
that any maximal lattice in V ˛ is self-dual. Enlarging VZ to a maximal
lattice V ˛Z Ă V
˛ proves the first claim.
A similar argument also gives the second claim. 
6.2. Definition of the integral model. Assume that VZp is almost self-
dual in the sense of Definition 6.1.1.
This implies, by [Con14, §C.4], that G “ GSpinpVZpq is a reductive group
scheme over Zp, and hence that Kp is a hyperspecial compact open sub-
group of GpQpq. Thus ShKpG,Dq admits a canonical smooth integral model
SKpG,Dq over Zppq by the results of Kisin [Kis10] (and [KM16] if p “ 2).
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Remark 6.2.1. The notion of almost self-duality does not appear anywhere
in our main references [Mad16, AGHM17a, AGHMP17b] on integral models
of ShKpG,Dq. This is due to an oversight on the authors’ part: we did not
realize that one could obtain smooth integral models even if VZp fails to be
self-dual.
According to [KM16, Proposition 3.7] there is a functor
(6.2.1) N ÞÑ pNdR, F
‚NdRq
from representations G Ñ GLpNq on free Zppq-modules of finite rank to
filtered vectors bundles on SKpG,Dq, restricting to the functor (3.3.2) in
the generic fiber.4
Applying this functor to the representation HZppq “ CpVZppqq as in §4.2
yields a filtered vector bundle pHdR, F
‚HdRq. Applying the functor to the
representation VZppq yields a filtered vector bundle pVdR, F
‚VdRq. The in-
clusion (4.1.3) determines an injection VdR Ñ EndpHdRq onto a local direct
summand.
Composition in EndpHdRq induces a non-degenerate quadratic form
Q : VdR Ñ OSKpG,Dq
such that, for any section x of VdR, the endomorphism x ˝ x of HdR is
multiplication by the scalar Qpxq. We also have the associated bilinear
form rx, ys “ Qpx` yq ´Qpxq ´Qpyq.
The filtration on VdR has the form
0 “ F 2VdR Ă F
1VdR Ă F
0VdR Ă F
´1VdR “ VdR,
in which F 1VdR is an isotropic line, and F
0VdR “ pF
1VdRq
K. The line
bundle of weight one modular forms on SKpG,Dq is
ω “ F 1VdR.
If VZp is not almost self-dual then choose auxiliary data pV
˛, Q˛q as in
§6.1 in such a way that Zp-quadratic space V
˛
Zp
is almost self-dual. This
determines a commutative diagram
(6.2.2) SKpG,Dq

ShKpG,Dq

oo
SK˛pG
˛,D˛q ShK˛pG
˛,D˛qoo
in which the lower left corner is the canonical integral model of ShK˛pG
˛,D˛q,
and SKpG,Dq is defined as its normalization [AGHMP17b, Definition 4.2.1]
in ShKpG,Dq. By construction, SKpG,Dq is normal and flat over Zppq.
We now define
(6.2.3) ω “ ω˛|SKpG,Dq,
4There is also a weight filtration on NdR, but, as noted in Remark 3.4.2, it is not very
interesting over the pure Shimura variety.
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where ω˛ is the line bundle of weight one modular forms on SK˛pG
˛,D˛q
constructed above. This extends the line bundle in the generic fiber defined
in §4.4.
Proposition 6.2.2. The Zppq-stack SKpG,Dq and the line bundle ω are
independent of the auxiliary choices of pV ˛, Q˛q, V ˛pZ , and K˛ used in their
construction, and the Kuga-Satake abelian scheme of §4.2 extends uniquely
to an abelian scheme AÑ SKpG,Dq.
Proof. This is [AGHMP17b, Proposition 4.4.1]. 
Remark 6.2.3. If K “ GpAf q X CpVpZqˆ then our integral model SKpG,Dq
agrees with the Zppq-stack Mppq “ M b Zppq of [AGHMP17b, §4.4]. For
smaller Kp, our SKpG,Dq is a finite e´tale cover of Mppq.
Remark 6.2.4. Our SKpG,Dq is not the same as the integral model of
[AGHM17a]. That integral model is obtained from SKpG,Dq by deleting
certain closed substacks supported in characteristics p for which p2 divides
rV _Z : VZs. The point of deleting such substacks is that the vector bundle
VdR on ShKpG,Dq of §4.4 then extends canonically to the remaining open
substack. In the present work, as in [AGHMP17b], the only automorphic
vector bundle required on SKpG,Dq is the line bundle of modular forms ω
just constructed; we have no need of an extension of VdR to SKpG,Dq.
6.3. Toroidal compactification. We will now consider integral models
of the toroidal compactifications described in §2. In the case where V is
anisotropic, then [Mad, Corollary 4.1.7] shows that SKpG,Dq is already
compact. Therefore, in this subsection, we will assume that V admits an
isotropic vector.
Fix auxiliary data pV ˛, Q˛q, V ˛pZ , and K˛ as in §6.1, in such a way that
V ˛pZ is almost self-dual at p. By construction, there is a finite morphism
SKpG,Dq Ñ SK˛pG
˛,D˛q, under which ω˛ pulls back to ω.
Fix a Hodge embedding
pG˛,D˛q Ñ pGSg,DSgq
into the Siegel Shimura datum determined by a symplectic space pH˛, ψ˛q
over Q. This also fixes a morphism pG˛,D˛q Ñ pGm,H0q. Although it is
not strictly necessary, it will be convenient to choose the Hodge embedding
as in Lemma 4.2.1. That is, we take H˛ “ CpV ˛q and fix a symplectic form
ψ˛ so that the p-component of
H˛pZ “ CpV ˛pZ q Ă H˛ b Af
is self-dual.
Define reductive groups over Zppqby
G˛ “ GSpinpV ˛Zppqq, G
Sg “ GSppH˛Zppqq,
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so that G˛ Ñ GSg extends to a closed immersion G˛ Ñ GSg. Fix a compact
open subgroup
KSg “ KSgp K
Sg,p Ă GSgpAf q
containing K˛ and satisfying KSgp “ GSgpZpq. After shrinking the prime-to-p
parts of
K Ă K˛ Ă KSg,
we assume that all three are neat.
We can construct a toroidal compactification of SKpG,Dq as follows. Fix
a finite, complete KSg-admissible cone decomposition ΣSg for pGSg,DSgq.
As explained in §2.5, it pulls back to a finite, complete, K˛-admissible
polyhedral cone decomposition Σ˛ for pG˛,D˛q, and a finite, complete, K-
admissible polyhedral cone decomposition Σ for pG,Dq. If ΣSg has the no
self-intersection property, then so do the decompositions induced from it.
Assume that KSg and ΣSg are chosen so that ΣSg is smooth and satisfies
the no self-intersection property. We obtain a commutative diagram
(6.3.1) SKpG,D,Σq

ShKpG,D,Σq

oo
SK˛pG
˛,D˛,Σ˛q

ShK˛pG
˛,D˛,Σ˛qoo

SKSgpG
Sg,DSg,ΣSgq ShKSgpG
Sg,DSg,ΣSgq,oo
where SKSgpG
Sg,DSg,ΣSgq is the toroidal compactification of SKSgpG
Sg,DSgq
constructed by Faltings-Chai and the two schemes above it are defined by
normalization, exactly as in (6.2.2).
According to [Mad, Theorem 4.1.5], the Zppq-scheme SKpG,D,Σq is proper,
and admits a stratification
(6.3.2) SKpG,D,Σq “
ğ
ΥPStratKpG,D,Σq
ZΥKpG,D,Σq
by locally closed subschemes, extending (2.6.1), in which every stratum is
flat over Zppq. The unique open stratum is SKpG,Dq, and its complement is
a Cartier divisor.
Fix Υ “ rpΦ, σqs P StratKpG,D,Σq in such a way that the parabolic
subgroup underlying Φ is the stabilizer of an isotropic line. As in §2.3, the
cusp label representative Φ determines a TΦ-torsor
ShKΦpQΦ,DΦq Ñ ShνΦpKΦqpGm,H0q,
and the rational polyhedral cone σ determines a partial compactification
ShKΦpQΦ,DΦq ãÑ ShKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σq.
The base ShνΦpKΦqpGm,H0q of the TΦ-torsor, being a zero dimensional
normal scheme over Q, has a canonical finite normal integral model defined
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as the normalization of SpecpZppqq. The picture is
SνΦpKΦqpGm,H0q

ShνΦpKΦqpGm,H0q

oo
SpecpZppqq SpecpQq.oo
Proposition 6.3.1. Define an integral model
TΦ “ Spec
´
ZppqrqαsαPΓ_
Φ
p1q
¯
of the torus TΦ of §2.3.
(1) The Q-scheme ShKΦpQΦ,DΦq admits a canonical integral model
SKΦpQΦ,DΦq Ñ SpecpZppqq,
endowed with the structure of a relative TΦ-torsor
SKΦpQΦ,DΦq Ñ SνΦpKΦqpGm,H0q
compatible with the torsor structure (2.3.1) in the generic fiber.
(2) There is a canonical isomorphismpSKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σq – pSKpG,D,Σq
of formal schemes extending (2.6.3).
Here SKΦpQΦ,DΦq ãÑ SKΦpQΦ,DΦ, σq is the partial compactification deter-
mined by the rational polyhedral cone
σ Ă UΦpRqp´1q “ HompGm,TΦqR
and the formal scheme on the left hand side is its completion along its unique
closed stratum. On the right,pSKpG,D,Σq “ SKpG,D,Σq^ZΥ
K
pG,D,Σq
is the formal completion along the stratum indexed by Υ.
Proof. This is a consequence of [Mad, Theorem 4.1.5]. 
By [Mad, Theorem 2] and [FC90], both SK˛pG
˛,D˛,Σ˛q and the Faltings-
Chai compactification are proper. They admit stratifications
SK˛pG
˛,D˛,Σ˛q “
ğ
Υ˛PStratK˛ pG
˛,D˛,Σ˛q
ZΥ
˛
K˛pG
˛,D˛,Σ˛q,
and
SKSgpG
Sg,DSg,ΣSgq “
ğ
ΥSgPStrat
KSg
pGSg,DSgq
ZΥ
Sg
KSgpG
Sg,DSg,ΣSgq.
analogous to (6.3.2). By [Mad, (4.1.13)], these stratifications satisfy a nat-
ural compatibility: if Υ P StratKpG,D,Σq has image strata Υ
˛ and ΥSg, in
the sense of §2.5, then the maps in (6.3.1) induce maps on strata
ZΥKpG,D,Σq Ñ Z
Υ˛
K˛pG
˛,D˛,Σ˛q Ñ ZΥ
Sg
KSgpG
Sg,DSg,ΣSgq.
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Applying the functor of Proposition 6.3.2 below to the G˛-representation
V ˛Zppq yields a line bundle ω
˛ “ F 1V ˛dR on SK˛pG
˛,D˛,Σ˛q, which we pull
back to a line bundle ω on SKpG,D,Σq. Thus the line bundle (6.2.3) admits
a canonical extension to the toroidal compactification.
Proposition 6.3.2. There is a functor
N ÞÑ pNdR, F
‚NdRq
from representations G˛ Ñ GLpNq on free Zppq-modules of finite rank to
filtered vectors bundles on SK˛pG
˛,D˛,Σ˛q, extending the functor (6.2.1)
on the open stratum, and the functor of Theorem 3.4.1 in the generic fiber.
Proof. Consider the filtered vector bundle pH˛dR, F
‚H˛dRq over ShK˛pG
˛,D˛q
obtained by applying the functor (3.3.2) to the representation
G˛ Ñ GSg “ GSppH˛, ψ˛q.
It is endowed with an alternating form
ψ˛ :H˛dR bH
˛
dR Ñ LiepGmq
induced by the G˛-equivariant morphism ψ˛ : H bH Ñ Qpν˛q, where ν˛ is
the spinor similitude on G˛. See Remark 3.5.2. The nontrivial step F 0H˛dR
in the filtration is a Lagrangian subsheaf with respect to this pairing.
The vector bundle H˛dR is canonically identified with the pullback to
ShK˛pG
˛,D˛q of the first relative homology
H
Sg
dR “ Hom
`
R1π˚Ω
‚
ASg{Sh
KSg
pGSg,DSgq,OShKSg pG
Sg,DSgq
˘
of the universal polarized abelian scheme π : ASg Ñ ShKSgpG
Sg,DSgq. As
the universal abelian scheme extends canonically to the integral model, so
doesHSg. Its pullback defines an extension ofH˛dR, along with its filtration
and alternating form, to the integral model SK˛pG
˛,D˛q.
Now fix a family of tensors
tsαu Ă H
˛,b
Zppq
that cut the reductive subgroup G˛ Ă GSg. The functoriality of (3.3.2) implies
that these tensors define global sections tsα,dRu of H
˛,b
dR over the generic
fiber. By [Kis10, Corollary 2.3.9], they extend (necessarily uniquely) to
sections over the integral model SK˛pG
˛,D˛q.
By [Mad, Prop. 4.3.7], the filtered vector bundle pH˛dR, F
‚H˛dRq admits
a canonical extension to SK˛pG
˛,D˛,Σ˛q. The alternating form ψ˛ and the
sections sα,dR extend (necessarily uniquely) to the toroidal compactification.
This allows us to define a G˛-torsor
JK˛pG
˛,D˛,Σ˛q
a
ÝÑ SK˛pG
˛,D˛,Σ˛q
whose functor of points assigns to a scheme S Ñ SK˛pG
˛,D˛,Σ˛q the set of
all pairs pf, f0q of isomorphisms
(6.3.3) f :H˛dR{S – H
˛
Zppq
bOS , f0 : LiepGmq{S – OS
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satisfying fpsα,dRq “ sα b 1 for all α, and making the diagram
H˛
dR{S bH
˛
dR{S
ψ˛ //
fbf

LiepGmq
f0

pH˛Zppq bOSq b pH
˛
Zppq
bOSq
ψ˛ // OS
commute.
Define smooth Zppq-schemes Mˇ
˛ and MˇSg with functors of points
MˇpG˛,D˛qpSq “ tisotropic lines z Ă V ˛Zppq bOSu
MˇpGSg,DSgqpSq “ tLagrangian subsheaves F 0 Ă H˛Zppq bOSu.
These are integral models of the compact duals MˇpG˛,D˛q and MˇpGSg,DSgq
of §4.2, and are related, using (4.1.3), by a closed immersion
(6.3.4) MˇpG˛,D˛q Ñ MˇpGSg,DSgq
sending the isotropic line z Ă V ˛Zppq to the Lagrangian zH
˛
Zppq
Ă H˛Zppq .
We now have a diagram
(6.3.5) JK˛pG
˛,D˛,Σ˛q
a

b // MˇpG˛,D˛q
SK˛pG
˛,D˛,Σ˛q
in which a is a G˛-torsor and b is G˛-equivariant, extending the diagram
(3.4.1) already constructed in the generic fiber. To define the morphism b
we first define a morphism
JK˛pG
˛,D˛,Σ˛q Ñ MˇpGSg,DSgq
by sending an S-point pf, f0q to the Lagrangian subsheaf
fpF 0HdR{Sq Ă HZppq bOS .
This morphism factors through (6.3.4). Indeed, as (6.3.4) is a closed immer-
sion, this is a formal consequence of the fact that we have such a factorization
in the generic fiber, as can be checked using the analogous complex analytic
construction.
With the diagram (6.3.5) in hand, the construction of the desired functor
proceeds by simply imitating the construction (3.3.2) used in the generic
fiber. 
6.4. Integral q-expansions. Continue with the assumptions of §6.3, and
now fix a toroidal stratum representative
Υ “ rpΦ, σqs P StratKpG,D,Σq
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as in §4.5. Thus Φ “ pP,D˝, hq with P the stabilizer of an isotropic line
I Ă V , and σ P ΣΦ is a top dimensional rational polyhedral cone. Let
Υ˛ P StratK˛pG
˛,D˛,Σ˛q
be the image of Υ, in the sense of §2.5.
The corresponding strata
ZΥKpG,D,Σq Ă SKpG,D,Σq(6.4.1)
ZΥ
˛
K˛pG
˛,D˛,Σ˛q Ă SK˛pG
˛,D˛,Σ˛q,
are flat over Zppq of relative dimension 0. The formal completions along
these strata are denotedpSKpG,D,Σq “ SKpG,D,Σq^ZΥ
K
pG,D,ΣqpSK˛pG˛,D˛,Σ˛q “ SK˛pG˛,D˛,Σ˛q^ZΥ˛
K˛
pG˛,D˛,Σ˛q
.
These are formal Zppq-schemes related by a finite morphism
(6.4.2) pSKpG,D,Σq Ñ pSK˛pG˛,D˛,Σ˛q.
Fix a Zppq-module generator ℓ P I X VZppq . Recall from the discussion
leading to (4.5.6) that such an ℓ determines an isomorphism
rℓbk, ¨ s : ωbk Ñ OxShKpG,D,Σq
of line bundles on xShKpG,D,Σq.
Proposition 6.4.1. The above isomorphism extends uniquely to an isomor-
phism
rℓbk, ¨ s : ωbk Ñ O pSKpG,D,Σq
of line bundles on the integral model pSKpG,D,Σq.
Proof. The maximality of VZp implies that VZp Ă V
˛
Zp
is a Zp-module direct
summand. In particular,
IZppq “ I X VZppq “ I X V
˛
Zppq
Ă V ˛Zppq
is a Zppq-module direct summand generated by ℓ. Because ω is defined as
the pullback of ω˛, and because the uniqueness part of the claim is obvious,
it suffices to construct an isomorphism
(6.4.3) rℓ, ¨s : ω˛ Ñ O pSK˛ pG˛,D˛,Σ˛q
extending the one in the generic fiber, and then pull back along (6.4.2).
We return to the notation of the proof of Proposition 6.3.2. Let P˛ Ă G˛
be the stabilizer of the isotropic line IZppq Ă V
˛
Zppq
, define a P˛-stable weight
filtration
wt´3H
˛
Zppq
“ 0, wt´2H
˛
Zppq
“ wt´1H
˛
Zppq
“ IZppqH
˛
Zppq
, wt0H
˛
Zppq
“ H˛Zppq ,
and set
Q˛Φ “ ker
`
P˛ Ñ GLpgr0pH
˛
Zppq
qq
˘
.
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Compare with the discussion of §4.3.
The Zppq-schemes of (6.3.4) sit in a commutative diagram
Mˇ˛Φ
//

Mˇ
Sg
Φ

MˇpG˛,D˛q // MˇpGSg,DSgq
in which the horizontal arrows are closed immersions, and the horizontal
arrows are open immersions. The Zppq-schemes schemes in the top row are
defined by their functors of points, which are
Mˇ˛ΦpSq “
$’&’%
isotropic lines z Ă V ˛Zppq bOS such that
V ˛Zppq Ñ V
˛
Zppq
{IKZppq
identifies z – pV ˛Zppq{I
K
Zppq
q bOS
,/./-
and
Mˇ
Sg
Φ pSq “
$’&’%
Lagrangian subsheaves F 0 Ă H˛Zppq bOS such that
H˛Zppq Ñ gr0pH
˛
Zppq
q
identifies F 0 – gr0pH
˛
Zppq
q bOS
,/./- .
By passing to formal completions, the diagram (6.3.5) determines a dia-
gram of formal Zppq-schemes
(6.4.4) pJK˛pG˛,D˛,Σ˛q
a

b // MˇpG˛,D˛q
pSK˛pG˛,D˛,Σ˛q
in which a is a G˛-torsor and b is G˛-equivariant, and pJK˛pG˛,D˛,Σ˛q is
the formal completion of JK˛pG
˛,D˛,Σ˛q along the fiber over the stratum
(6.4.1).
Lemma 6.4.2. The G˛-torsor in (6.4.4) admits a canonical reduction of
structure to a Q˛Φ-torsor J
˛
Φ, sitting in a diagram
J ˛Φ
a

b // Mˇ˛Φ
pSK˛pG˛,D˛,Σ˛q.
Proof. The essential point is that the filtered vector bundle pH˛dR, F
‚H˛dRq
on SK˛pG
˛,D˛,Σ˛q used in the construction of the G˛-torsor
JK˛pG
˛,D˛,Σ˛q Ñ SK˛pG
˛,D˛,Σ˛q
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acquires extra structure after restriction to pSK˛pG˛,D˛,Σ˛q. Namely, it
acquires a weight filtration
wt´3H
˛
dR “ 0, wt´2H
˛
dR “ wt´1H
˛
dR, wt0H
˛
dR “H
˛
dR,
along with distinguished isomorphisms
gr´2pH
˛
dRq – gr´2pH
˛
Zppq
q b LiepGmq
gr0pH
˛
dRq – gr0pH
˛
Zppq
q bO pSK˛ pG˛,D˛,Σ˛q.
This follows from the discussion of [Mad, (4.3.1)]. The essential point is
that, over the formal completion pSK˛pG˛,D˛,Σ˛q, there is a canonical de-
generating abelian scheme, and the desired extension of H˛dR is its de Rham
realization. The extension of the weight and Hodge filtrations is also a conse-
quence of this observation; see [Mad, §1], and in particular [Mad, Proposition
1.3.5].
The desired reduction of structure J ˛Φ Ă
pJK˛pG˛,D˛,Σ˛q is now defined
as the closed formal subscheme parametrizing pairs of isomorphisms pf, f0q
as in (6.3.3) that respect this additional structure.
Moreover, after restrictingH˛dR to
pSK˛pG˛,D˛,Σ˛q, the surjectionH˛dR Ñ
gr0H
˛
dR identifies F
0H˛dR – gr0H
˛
dR. Indeed, in the language of [Mad, §1],
this just amounts to the observation that the de Rham realization of a 1-
motive with trivial abelian part has trivial weight and Hodge filtrations.
As the composition
J ˛Φ Ă pJK˛pG˛,D˛,Σ˛q bÝÑ MˇpG˛,D˛q Ă MˇpGSg,DSgq
sends pf, f0q ÞÑ fpF
0H˛dRq, it takes values in the open subscheme
Mˇ
Sg
Φ Ă MˇpG
Sg,DSgq.
It therefore take values in the closed subscheme Mˇ˛Φ Ă Mˇ
Sg
Φ , as this can be
checked in the generic fiber, where it follows from the analogous complex
analytic constructions. 
Returning to the main proof, let Iˇ Ă Vˇ ˛ be the constant Q˛Φ-equivariant
line bundles on Mˇ˛Φ determined by the representations IZppq Ă V
˛
Zppq
, and let
ωˇ˛ Ă Vˇ ˛ be the tautological line bundle. The self-duality of V ˛Zppq guarantees
that the bilinear pairing on Vˇ ˛ restricts to an isomorphism
r¨, ¨s : Iˇ b ωˇ˛ Ñ OMˇ˛
Φ
.
Pulling back these line bundles to J ˛Φ and taking the quotient by Q
˛
Φ, we
obtain an isomorphism
r¨, ¨s : IdR b ω
˛ Ñ O pSK˛ pG˛,D˛,Σ˛q
of line bundles on pSK˛pG˛,D˛,Σ˛q.
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On the other hand, the action of Q˛Φ on IZppq is through the character ν
˛
Φ,
which agrees with the restriction of ν˛ : G˛ Ñ Gm to Q
˛
Φ. The canonical
morphism
J ˛Φ Ñ
pJK˛pG˛,D˛,Σ˛q pf,f0qÞÑf0ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Iso`LiepGmq,O pSK˛ pG˛,D˛,Σ˛q˘
of formal pSK˛pG˛,D˛,Σ˛q-schemes identifies kerpν˛ΦqzJ ˛Φ with the trivial Gm-
torsor
Iso
`
LiepGmq,O pSK˛ pG˛,D˛,Σ˛q˘ – Aut`O pSK˛ pG˛,D˛,Σ˛q˘
over pSK˛pG˛,D˛,Σ˛q. As the action of G˛ on IZppq is via ν˛Φ, this trivialization
fixes an isomorphism
IdR “ Q
˛
Φz
`
IZppq bOJ ˛Φ
˘
“ Gmz
`
IZppq bOkerpν˛ΦqzJ
˛
Φ
˘
– IZppq bO pSK˛ pG˛,D˛,Σ˛q.
The generator ℓ P IZppq now determines a trivializing section ℓ “ ℓb 1 of
IdR, defining the desired isomorphism (6.4.3). This completes the proof of
Proposition 6.4.1. 
Let I˚ and s : Gm Ñ QΦ be as in (4.5.1). As in the discussion preceding
Proposition 4.5.1, choose a compact open subgroup K0 Ă A
ˆ
f small enough
that spK0q Ă KΦ. Let F {Q be the abelian extension of Q determined by
rec : Qˆą0zA
ˆ
f {K0 – GalpF {Qq.
Fix a prime p Ă OF above p, and let R Ă F be the localization of OF at p.
Proposition 6.4.3. If we setpTΦpσq “ Spf´ZppqrrqαssαPΓ_
Φ
p1q
xα,σyě0
¯
,
there is a unique morphismğ
aPQˆą0zA
ˆ
f
{K0
pTΦpσq{R Ñ pSKpG,D,Σq{R
of formal R-schemes whose base change to C agrees with the morphism of
Proposition 4.5.1. Moreover, if t is any point of the source and s is its image
in pSKpG,D,Σq{R, the induced map of local rings Os Ñ Ot is faithfully flat.
Proof. The uniqueness of such a morphism is clear. We have to show exis-
tence. The proof of this proceeds just as that of Proposition 4.5.1, except
that it uses Proposition 6.3.1 as input. The only additional observation
required is that p is unramified in F , and so we have an isomorphism
SνpKΦqpQΦ,DΦq{R –
ğ
aPQˆą0zA
ˆ
f
{K0
SpecpRq
of R-schemes. 
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Suppose Ψ is a section of the line bundle ωbk on ShKpG,Dq{F . It follows
from Proposition 4.5.3 that the q-expansion (4.5.6) of Ψ has coefficients in
F for every a P Aˆf . If we view Ψ as a rational section on SKpG,D,Σq{R,
the following result gives a criterion for testing flatness of its divisor.
Corollary 6.4.4. Assume that the special fiber of SKpG,Dq{R is geometri-
cally normal, and for every a P Aˆf the q-expansion (4.5.6) satisfies
FJpaqpΨq P RrrqαssαPΓ_
Φ
p1q
xα,σyě0
.
If this q-expansion is nonzero modulo p for all a, then divpΨq is R-flat.
Proof. Since R is a discrete valuation ring, and since SKpG,D,Σq{R is flat
over R, to show that divpΨq is an R-flat divisor on SKpG,D,Σq{R, it is
enough to show that this divisor does not contain any irreducible components
of the special fiber in its support.
Every connected component
C Ă SKpG,D,Σq{R.
has irreducible special fiber. Indeed, we have assumed that the special fiber
of SKpG,Dq{R is geometrically normal, and it follows from [Mad, Theorem 1]
and its proof, the special fiber of SKpG,D,Σq{R is geometrically normal.
On the other hand, [Mad, Corollary 4.1.11] shows that C has geometrically
connected special fiber. Therefore the special fiber of C is both connected
and normal, and hence is irreducible.
As in the proof of Proposition 4.5.3, the closed stratum
ZΥKpG,D,Σq{R Ă SKpG,D,Σq{R
meets every connected component. Pick a closed point s of this stratum
lying on the connected component C. By the definition of FJpaqpΨq, and
from Proposition 6.4.3, our hypothesis on the q-expansion implies that the
restriction of Ψ to the completed local ring Os of s defines a rational section
of ωbk whose divisor is an R-flat Cartier divisor on SpfpOsq.
It follows that divpΨq does not contain the special fiber of C, and varying
C shows that divpΨq contains no irreducible components of the special fiber
of SKpG,D,Σq{R. 
Remark 6.4.5. If VZp is almost self-dual, then SKpG,Dq is smooth over Zppq,
and hence has geometrically normal special fiber. Without the assumption
of almost self-duality, the special fiber is geometrically normal whenever
n ě 5. This is Proposition 7.1.2 below.
7. Integral theory of Borcherds products
As in §6, fix a maximal lattice VZ in the quadratic space pV,Qq, a prime
p, and a compact open subgroup (4.1.6) that factors as K “ KpK
p with
Kp “ GpQpq X CpVZpq
ˆ.
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7.1. Special divisors. For m P Qą0 and µ P V
_
Z {VZ there is a Cartier
divisor Zpm,µq on SKpG,Dq, defined in [AGHM17a, AGHMP17b]. We
quickly review the essentials, referring the reader to [loc. cit.] for details.
First assume that VZ is self-dual, so that VZ “ V
_
Z , and SKpG,Dq is the
smooth canonical integral model. Recall the Kuga-Satake abelian scheme
AÑ SKpG,Dq
of Proposition 7.1.2. It has a right action of the Clifford algebra CpVZq. For
any scheme S Ñ SKpG,Dq there is a distinguished Z-submodule
V pASq Ă EndCpVZqpASq
of special endomorphisms. It is endowed with a positive definite Z-valued
quadratic form Q, satisfying Qpxq “ x ˝ x, and the functor
ZpmqpSq “ tx P V pASq : Qpxq “ mu.
on SKpG,Dq-schemes is representable by a finite and unramified SKpG,Dq-
stack Zpmq. In fact, e´tale locally on the target Zpmq Ñ SKpG,Dq is an
effective Cartier divisor. It will be helpful to recall from [AGHM17a, Propo-
sition 2.7.4] how this is proved.
As in the discussion of §6.2, there is a filtered vector sub-bundle
0 Ă F 1VdR Ă F
0VdR Ă VdR
of EndpHdRq over SKpG,Dq. Composition in EndpHdRq endows VdR with
a non-degenerate quadratic form
Q : VdR Ñ OSKpG,Dq,
for which F 1VdR is isotropic, with F
0VdR its orthogonal complement.
Suppose that we are given an algebraically closed field k, and a point
of Zpmqpkq corresponding to a point t P SKpG,Dqpkq and a special endo-
morphism x P V pAtq with Qpxq “ m. Suppose that Rt is the complete
local ring for SKpG,Dq at t, and let mt Ă Rt be its maximal ideal. Write
t˜ P SKpG,DqpRt{m
2
t q for the tautological lift of t.
The de Rham realization xdR lies in the subspace
VdR,t Ă EndpHdR,tq,
and it propagates by parallel transport to a section
x˜dR,t˜ P VdR,t˜.
Let I¯x Ă Rt{m
2
t be the ideal generated by the pairing with x˜dR,t˜ of any
generator of the line F 1VdR,t˜, and let Ix Ă Rt be the pre-image of I¯x. Then
Ix is a principal ideal and Rt{Ix is identified with the complete local ring of
Zpmq at the point associated with the pair pt, xq.
For a general maximal lattice VZ choose, as in §6.1, an isometric em-
bedding of V into a larger quadratic space V ˛ admitting a self-dual lattice
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V ˛Z Ą VZ. For a suitable choice of level subgroup K
˛ Ą K we obtain a
morphism of integral models
j : SKpG,Dq Ñ SK˛pG
˛,D˛q
as in (6.2.2), and the source and target carry Kuga-Satake abelian schemes
A and A˛, respectively.
For any scheme S Ñ SKpG,Dq the pullbacks AS and A
˛
S are related by
a canonical CpV ˛Z q-linear isomorphism
AS bCpVZq CpV
˛
Z q – A
˛
S .
This isomorphism induces an inclusion
EndCpVZqpASq Ă EndCpV ˛Z qpA
˛
Sq,
and, having already defined V pA˛Sq Ă EndCpV ˛Z qpA
˛
Sq, we may now define
the Z-module
V pASq “ EndCpVZqpASq X V pA
˛
Sq
of special endomorphisms of AS . It is a finite free Z-module endowed with
the quadratic form Qpxq “ x ˝ x inherited from V pA˛Sq.
We next define a subset VµpASq Ă V pASqQ for each coset µ P V
_
Z {VZ.
First, define a positive definite Z-quadratic space
(7.1.1) Λ “ tλ P V ˛Z : λ K VZu,
so that V ˛Q “ VQ‘ΛQ. The orthogonal projections to the two factors restrict
to maps V ˛Z Ñ V
_
Z and V
˛
Z Ñ Λ
_, which induce isomorphisms
V _Z {VZ – V
˛
Z {pVZ ‘ Λq – Λ
_{Λ.
Denote by µ˜ P Λ_{Λ the image of µ. According to [AGHM17a, Proposition
2.6.4], there is a canonical isometric embedding ΛÑ V pA˛Sq satisfying
V pASq “ tx P V pA
˛
Sq : x K Λu.
In particular, there is an isometric embedding
(7.1.2) V pASq ‘ Λ Ă V pA
˛
Sq
with finite cokernel, which allows us to define
VµpASq “ tx P V pASqQ : x` µ˜ P V pA
˛
Squ.
Remark 7.1.1. The set VµpASq is independent of the choice of auxiliary data
of pV ˛, Q˛q, V ˛Z , and K
˛ used in its definition. Of course if µ “ 0 we recover
the Z-quadratic space V pASq defined above.
Proposition 7.1.2. If n ě 5, then SKpG,Dq has geometrically normal
special fiber.
Proof. When p ą 2, this is part of [AGHMP17b, Theorem 4.4.5]. The same
proof, with minor changes, applies when p “ 2 as well. For the conve-
nience of the reader, we provide a sketch here, indicating the places where
modifications need to be made.
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For any positive definite quadratic space pM, qq over Z, consider the stack
ZpMq Ñ SK˛pG
˛,D˛q with functor of points
ZpMqpT q “ tisometric embeddings ι :M Ñ V pA˛T qu
for any morphism T Ñ SK˛pG
˛,D˛q. As observed in [AGHMP17b, §4.4],
this is an algebraic stack over Zppq, finite and unramified over SK˛pG
˛,D˛q,
and with smooth generic fiber.
As in Lemma 6.16 of [Mad16], there is a canonical open substack
ZprpMq Ă ZpMq
characterized by the property that, for any scheme T Ñ ZprpMq, the de
Rham realization of the associated embedding M ãÑ V pA˛T q generates a
local direct summand of VdR,T . In particular, it contains the generic fiber,
and we have a canonical local direct summand
MdR Ă VdR,ZprpMq
generated by the tautological embedding ofM into the space of special endo-
morphisms over ZprpMq. In particular, whenM is maximal and rankpMq “
1, then we in fact have
ZprpMq “ ZpMq.
Lemma 7.1.3. Suppose that MZp is maximal of rank at most 2. Then:
(1) The special fiber ZprpMq is generically smooth.
(2) Let η be a generic point of ZprpMqFp with algebraically closed residue
field. Then the tautological map
M Ñ V pA˛ηq
is an isomorphism.
(3) ZpMqFp is a local complete intersection of dimension n.
Proof. When p ą 2, the first assertion follows from Corollary 6.22 of [Mad16],
where it is shown using the method of local models.
We can in fact give a direct proof that applies also when p “ 2. For this,
consider the orthogonal complement of MdR
MKdR Ă VdR,ZprpMq.
SinceMdR is generated by realizations of special endomorphisms, and since
such realizations must preserve the Hodge filtration on H˛dR, one finds that
F 1VdR,ZprpMq ĂM
K
dR.
Let k be the field of definition of s. The lifts of t over krǫs are in canonical
bijection with the isotropic lines in VdR,tbk krǫs that lift F
1VdR,t. Moreover,
the ones that in addition admit a lift of the embedding M ãÑ V pAtq are in
bijection with the subspace of isotropic lines that are orthogonal to MdR.
This is shown just as in [Mad16, Proposition 5.16].
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It can be easily deduced from this that the smooth locus of ZprpMq con-
tains (and in fact coincides with) the open locus where F 1VdR maps isomor-
phically onto a local direct summand of VdR,ZprpMq{MdR.
The complement of this locus therefore is supported over the locus in
SK˛pG
˛,D˛q where F 1VdR is contained in some rank 2 local direct summand
of VdR that is horizontal for the connection on VdR induced from the Gauss-
Manin connection on HdR.
However, the Kodaira-Spencer map for the connection induces an injective
map
F 1VdR Ñ
`
F 0VdR{F
1VdR
˘
b Ω1SK˛ pG˛,D˛q{Zppq ,
whose image is a local direct summand. For this, see [Mad16, Proposi-
tion 5.16], whose proof applies also when p “ 2 and VZp is almost self-
dual. One has to replace appeals to results from [Kis10] with ones to results
from [KM16].
From this, one can check that every component of the non-smooth locus
has dimension at most 2, and therefore that ZprpMq is generically smooth.5
Now, let us look at the second assertion. When p ą 2, this is [Mad16,
Proposition 6.17], and the same proof applies verbatim without any assump-
tion on p.
Finally, we move on to the last assertion. In general, it is clear from
the deformation theory of special endomorphisms described above that the
complete local rings of ZpMqFp are quotients of those of SK˛pG
˛,D˛q by at
most r “ rankpMq equations.
Therefore, to show that ZpMqFp is a local complete intersection, it is
enough to show that it has dimension at most n ´ r. If r “ 0, then this
is clear. If r “ 1, it amounts to the assertion that no generic point of
SK˛pG
˛,D˛q admits a non-zero special endomorphism, which is a special
case of (2) with M “ 0.
If r “ 2, choose a basis v,w for M , and set M1 “ xvy. It is now enough
to show that ZpMq does not contain any components of ZpM1qFp . But this
is again a special case of (2). 
Returning to the proof of Proposition 7.1.2, choose an embedding VZ ãÑ
V ˛Z as in Lemma 6.1.4, so that V
˛
Zp
is almost self-dual, and
Λ “ V KZ Ă V
˛
Z
is a maximal lattice of rank at most 2. The map
SKpG,Dq Ñ SK˛pG
˛,D˛q
factors through a canonical map
SK˛pG
˛,D˛q Ñ ZpΛq
whose restriction to the generic fibers is an open and closed immersion. It
is now enough to show that ZpΛq has geometrically normal special fiber.
5This argument is derived from [Ogu79] and is also used in the proof of (2) in [Mad16].
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By Serre’s criterion for normality and assertions (1) and (3) of Lemma 7.1.3,
we can now finish by showing that the complement of ZprpΛqFp in ZpΛqFp
has dimension at most n.
The argument from [Mad16, §6.27] shows that this complement is sup-
ported over the supersingular locus of SK˛pG
˛,D˛q. Therefore, we only have
to show that this latter locus has dimension at most n ´ 1. In fact, when
p ą 2, it is shown in [HP17] that this locus has dimension at mostZ
n` 4
2
^
ď n´ 1.
The same bound is also valid when p “ 2: One can appeal instead to the
results of Ogus from [Ogu01]. More precisely, one applies Corollary 8 and
the argument from Proposition 11 of [loc. cit.] to the K3 crystal obtained
from the crystalline realization Vcris of V . This completes the proof of
Proposition 7.1.2. 
Define Zpm,µq Ñ SKpG,Dq to be the stack whose functor of points is
Zpm,µqpSq “ tx P VµpASq : Qpxq “ mu
for any scheme S Ñ SKpG,Dq. The morphism
Zpm,µq Ñ SKpG,Dq
is finite and unramified, and so around every geometric point of SKpG,Dq
one can find an e´tale neighborhood U Ñ SKpG,Dq such that Zpm,µq{U is
isomorphic to a disjoint union of closed subschemes of U , each defined locally
by a single nonzero equation. In this way Zpm,µq{U defines a Cartier divisor
on U , and by glueing over an e´tale cover we obtain an effective Cartier divisor
on SKpG,Dq, again denoted Zpm,µq.
Proposition 7.1.4. Assume that n ě 3. Then the special divisor Zpm,µq
is flat over Zppq.
Proof. When p ą 2 this is [AGHMP17b, Proposition 4.5.8]. We explain how
to extend the proof to the generl case.
As in the proof of Proposition 7.1.2, fix an embedding VZ ãÑ V
˛
Z with V
˛
Zp
self-dual, and such that
Λ “ V KZ Ă V
˛
Z
is maximal of rank at most 2. Fix m˛ P Qą0 and µ
˛ P V ˛,_Z {V
˛
Z , and consider
the associated finite unramified morphism
Z˛pm˛, µ˛q Ñ SK˛pG
˛,D˛q.
Consider the finite unramified stack
ZpΛq Ñ SK˛pG
˛,D˛q
parameterizing morphisms T Ñ SK˛pG
˛,D˛q along with isometric embed-
dings ΛÑ V pA˛T q, and the closed substack
W Ă Z˛pm˛, µ˛q ˆSK˛ pG˛,D˛q ZpΛq
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such that WpT q consists of pairs px, ιq with
x P ιpΛqK Ă V pA˛T qQ.
Then, arguing as in [AGHMP17b, Proposition 4.5.8], it is now enough to
show that the image of the morphism
W Ñ ZpΛq
does not contain any irreducible components of ZpΛqFp . To see this, note
that, by the proof of Proposition 7.1.2, for every generic point η of ZpΛqFp ,
we have
ιη : Λ
»
ÝÑ V pAηq.
In particular, V pAηq
K “ 0, and hence η is not in the image of W.

Recalling the line bundle of weight one modular forms ω from §6.2, we
also define a line bundle
(7.1.3) Zp0, µq “
#
ω´1 if µ “ 0
0 otherwise,
on SKpG,Dq, and, for convenience, set Zpm,µq “ 0 whenever m ă 0.
7.2. The pullback formula for special divisors. Suppose we are in the
general situation of §6.1 (in particular, we impose no assumption of self-
duality on V ˛Z ), so that we have a morphism of Shimura varieties
ShKpG,Dq Ñ ShK˛pG
˛,D˛q
as in (6.1.1).
The larger Shimura variety ShK˛pG
˛,D˛q has its own integral model
SK˛pG
˛,D˛q over Zppq, obtained by repeating the construction of §6.2 with
pG,Dq replaced by pG˛,D˛q. That is, choose an isometric embedding V ˛ Ă
V ˛˛ into a larger quadratic space that admits a self-dual lattice at p, and
define SK˛pG
˛,D˛q as a normalization. Moreover, SK˛pG
˛,D˛q has its own
line bundle ω˛, its own Kuga-Satake abelian scheme, and its own collec-
tion of special divisors Z˛pm,µq. These are closely related to the analogous
structures on SKpG,Dq, as we now explain.
Proposition 7.2.1. The morphism (6.1.1) extends uniquely to a finite mor-
phism
(7.2.1) SKpG,Dq Ñ SK˛pG
˛,D˛q.
Moreover, for any scheme S Ñ SKpG,Dq there is a canonical CpV
˛
Z q-
linear isomorphism
AS bCpVZq CpV
˛
Z q – A
˛
S ,
where AS and A
˛
S are the pullbacks to S of the Kuga-Satake abelian schemes
AÑ SKpG,Dq, A
˛ Ñ SK˛pG
˛,D˛q.
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Proof. All claims are part of [AGHM17a, Proposition 2.5.1].

The positive definite Z-quadratic space Λ of (7.1.1) satisfies
VZ ‘ Λ Ă V
˛
Z Ă pV
˛
Z q
_ Ă V _Z ‘ Λ
_,
with all inclusions of finite index. For any m P Q and µ P Λ_{Λ, set
RΛpm,µq “ tλ P µ` Λ : Qpλq “ mu
and rΛpm,µq “ #RΛpm,µq.
Theorem 7.2.2. For any rational number m ě 0 and any µ P pV ˛Z q
_{V ˛Z ,
there is a canonical isomorphism of line bundles
Z˛pm,µq|SKpG,Dq –
â
m1`m2“m
µ1`µ2Pµ
Zpm1, µ1q
brΛpm2,µ2q,
where the product over µ1 ` µ2 P µ is understood to mean the product over
all pairs
pµ1, µ2q P pV
_
Z {VZq ‘ pΛ
_{Λq
satisfying µ1 ` µ2 P pµ` V
˛
Z q{pVZ ‘ Λq.
Proof. If m “ 0 this amounts to checking that
ω˛|SKpG,Dq – ω.
This is clear directly from the definitions and Proposition 7.1.2, which allow
us to identify both of these line bundles with the pullback of ω˛˛ for some
morphisms
SKpG,Dq Ñ SK˛pG
˛,D˛q Ñ SK˛˛pG
˛˛,D˛˛q
to a third Shimura variety defined by embedding V ˛ into a quadratic space
V ˛˛ admitting a lattice that is self-dual at p. Thus we may assume that
m ą 0.
The isometric embedding (7.1.2) induces, for every µ P pV ˛Z q
_{V ˛Z , a de-
composition
(7.2.2) VµpA
˛
Sq “
ğ
µ1`µ2Pµ
Vµ1pASq ˆ pµ2 ` Λq,
which in turn induces an isomorphism of SKpG,Dq-stacks
6
Z˛pm,µq{SKpG,Dq –
ğ
m1`m2“m
µ1`µ2Pµ
m1ą0
λPRΛpm2,µ2q
Zpm1, µ1q \
ğ
µ2Pµ
λPRΛpm,µ2q
SKpG,Dq.(7.2.3)
The condition µ2 P µ means that
0` µ2 P pV
_
Z {VZq ‘ pΛ
_{ΛZq
6Up to a change of notation, this is the decomposition of [AGHM17a, Proposition
2.7.1]. In [loc. cit.] the notation Zp0, µq has a different meaning: it is the stack SKpG,Dq
if µ “ 0, and is H otherwise.
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lies in the subset pµ` V ˛Z q{pVZ ‘ Λq.
Explicitly, an S-point of the first disjoint union in (7.2.3) consists of a
morphism S Ñ SKpG,Dq along with a pair
px, λq P Vµ1pASq ˆ pµ2 ` Λq
satisfying m1 “ Qpxq and m2 “ Qpλq. Using (7.2.2) we obtain a special
quasi-endomorphism
x˛ “ x` λ P VµpA
˛
Sq.
Similarly, an S-point of the second disjoint union consists of a morphism
S Ñ SKpG,Dq along with a λ P µ2`Λ satisfyingm “ Qpλq. This determines
a special quasi-endomorphism
x˛ “ 0` λ P VµpA
˛
Sq.
In either case Qpx˛q “ m, and the data of S Ñ SKpG,Dq and x
˛ defines an
S-point of Z˛pm,µq{SKpG,Dq.
If Λ_ does not represent m, then RΛpm,µ2q “ H for all choices of µ2,
and the desired isomorphism of line bundles
Z˛pm,µq|SK –
â
m1`m2“m
µ1`µ2Pµ
m1ą0
Zpm1, µ1q
brΛpm2,µ2q
–
â
m1`m2“m
µ1`µ2Pµ
Zpm1, µ1q
brΛpm2,µ2q,
follows immediately from (7.2.3).
If Λ_ does represent m then Z˛pm,µq{SKpG,Dq may contain connected
components isomorphic to SKpG,Dq. In other words, the support of the
divisor Z˛pm,µq may contain the image of SKpG,Dq, and we must compute
the improper intersection.
Fix a geometric point z Ñ SKpG,Dq. Because Z
˛pm,µq Ñ SK˛pG
˛,D˛q
is finite and unramified, we may choose an e´tale neighborhood
U˛ Ñ SK˛pG
˛,D˛q
of z small enough that the morphism
Z˛pm,µq{U˛ Ñ U
˛
restricts to a closed immersion on every connected component of the domain,
and so that these connected components are in bijection with the set of lifts
Z˛pm,µq{U˛

z
99
// U˛.
Having so chosen U˛, we then choose an e´tale neighborhood
U Ñ SKpG,Dq
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of z small enough that there exists a lift
U

// U˛

SKpG,Dq // SK˛pG
˛,D˛q,
and so that in the cartesian diagram
Z˛pm,µq{U //

Z˛pm,µq{U˛

U // U˛
each of the vertical arrows restricts to a closed immersion on every connected
component of its source, and the top horizontal arrow induces a bijection
on connected components.
The decomposition (7.2.3) induces a decomposition
Z˛pm,µq{U –
ğ
m1`m2“m
µ1`µ2Pµ
m1ą0
λPRΛpm2,µ2q
Zpm1, µ1q{U \
ğ
µ2Pµ
λPRΛpm,µ2q
Uλ.
The first disjoint union defines a Cartier divisor on U , while the second is a
disjoint union of copies of U . Each Uλ is defined as the image of the closed
immersion U Ñ Z˛pm,µq{U determined by the special quasi-endomorphism
x˛ “ 0` λ P V0pAU q ˆ pµ2 ` Λq Ă VµpA
˛
U q.
There is now a canonical decomposition of schemes
(7.2.4) Z˛pm,µq{U˛ “ Z
˛
prop \
ğ
µ2Pµ
λPRΛpm,µ2q
Z˛λ,
where Z˛λ Ă Z
˛pm,µq{U˛ is the connected component containing Uλ, and
Z˛prop is the union of all connected components not of this form. Thus Z
˛
prop
is the part of the divisor Z˛pm,µq{U˛ that meets the image of U Ñ U
˛
properly, while each of the remaining factors Z˛λ contains the image of U .
Lemma 7.2.3. Let OpZ˛propq be the line bundle defined by the Cartier divisor
Z˛prop ãÑ U
˛. There is a canonical isomorphism of line bundles
OpZ˛propq|U –
â
m1`m2“m
µ1`µ2Pµ
m1ą0
Zpm1, µ1q|
brΛpm2,µ2q
U .
Proof. The definition of Z˛prop is made in such way that
Z˛prop{U –
ğ
m1`m2“m
µ1`µ2Pµ
m1ą0
λPRΛpm2,µ2q
Zpm1, µ1q{U ,
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as U -schemes, from which the claim follows immediately. 
Let OpZ˛λq be the line bundle defined by the Cartier divisor Z
˛
λ ãÑ U
˛.
We will now compute the pullback of this line bundle via
U – Uλ Ñ Z
˛
λ ãÑ U
˛.
The analogous calculation in the context of unitary Shimura varieties is
[BHY15, Theorem 7.10], and the general strategy of the following proof is
the same.
Lemma 7.2.4. There is a canonical isomorphism OpZ˛λq|U – ω|
´1
U .
Proof. Let
T pZ˛λq Ă U
˛
be the first order infinitesimal tube around the closed subscheme Z˛λ Ă U˛.
That is to say, if Jλ Ă OU˛ is the ideal sheaf defining Z
˛
λ, then T pZ
˛
λq is
defined by J2λ . We now have morphisms
U – Uλ Ñ Z
˛
λ ãÑ T pZ
˛
λq ãÑ U
˛ Ñ SK˛pG
˛,D˛q.
The crux of the proof is the observation that, after restriction to the tube
T pZ˛λq, the line bundles OpZ
˛
λq and ω
˛|´1U˛ on U
˛ each admit a canonical
section with (scheme-theoretic) zero locus Z˛λ.
For the line bundle OpZ˛λq Ą OU˛ , this section is just the restriction of
the constant function 1 P H0pU˛,OU˛q Ă H
0pU˛,OpZ˛λqq. Call this section
(7.2.5) sλ P H
0
`
T pZ˛λq,OpZ
˛
λq|T pZ˛λq
˘
.
For the line bundle ω˛|´1U˛ the construction of the section uses deformation
theory. By the very definition of Z˛pm,µq, the Kuga-Satake abelian scheme
A˛ Ñ SK˛pG
˛,D˛q acquires a tautological special endomorphism
x˛ P VµpA
˛
Z˛
λ
q
when restricted to Z˛λ Ă Z
˛pm,µqU˛ , and it is the deformation locus of
x˛ inside the tube T pZ˛λq that we will examine. We will be following the
methods of the proof of [AGHM17a, Proposition 2.7.4], to which we direct
the reader for more details.
First, let us assume that V ˛Z is self-dual, so that SK˛pG
˛,D˛q is the canon-
ical smooth integral model (and µ “ 0). As in the discussion of §7.1, there
is a filtered vector bundle
0 Ă F 1V ˛dR Ă F
0V ˛dR Ă V
˛
dR
over SK˛pG
˛,D˛q, endowed with a bilinear form
V ˛dR b V
˛
dR Ñ OSK˛ pG˛,D˛q
inducing an isomorphism
pω˛q´1 “ pF 1V ˛dRq
´1 – V ˛dR{F
0V ˛dR.
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The de Rham realization of x˛ determines a global section
x˛dR P H
0pZ˛λ, F
0V ˛|Z˛
λ
q Ă H0pZ˛λ,V
˛|Z˛
λ
q.
Moreover, the vector bundle V ˛ is endowed with a canonical flat connection,
with respect to which x˛dR is parallel.
Parallel transport through the square-zero thickening Z˛λ Ă T pZ
˛
λq defines
an extension
T px˛dRq P H
0pT pZ˛λq,V
˛|T pZ˛
λ
qq,
and we define the obstruction to deforming x˛ to be its image
(7.2.6) obstλ P H
0
`
T pZ˛λq, pV
˛{F 0V ˛q|T pZ˛
λ
q
˘
– H0
`
T pZ˛λq,ω
˛|´1
T pZ˛
λ
q
˘
.
The zero locus of obstλ is the largest closed subscheme of T pZ
˛
λq to which
x˛ extends, which is just Z˛λ again.
We now explain how to construct the section (7.2.6) without assuming
that V ˛Z is self-dual. First fix an isometric embedding V
˛
Z Ă V
˛˛
Z into a
self-dual quadratic lattice of signature pn˛˛, 2q, let pG˛˛,D˛˛q be the asso-
ciated GSpin Shimura datum, and choose a level structure K˛˛ Ă G˛˛pAf q
containing K˛. Thus we have morphisms of integral models
SKpG,Dq Ñ SK˛pG
˛,D˛q Ñ SK˛˛pG
˛˛,D˛˛q.
Over SK˛˛pG
˛˛,D˛˛q there is a filtered vector bundle V ˛˛dR endowed with a
flat connection and an isomorphism
pω˛˛q´1 – V ˛˛dR{F
0V ˛˛dR .
If we set Λ˛ “ tλ P V ˛˛Z : λ K V
˛
Z u, there is a canonical isometry
V pA˛SqQ ‘ Λ
˛
Q – V pA
˛˛
S qQ
for any scheme S Ñ SK˛pG
˛,D˛q. Applying this with S “ Z˛λ and recalling
the definition of VµpA
˛
Z˛
λ
q, we see that there exists a µ˜ P pΛ˛q_ such that
x˛˛
def
“ x˛ ` µ˜ P V pA˛˛Z˛
λ
q.
Exactly as above, the de Rham realization
x˛˛dR P H
0pZ˛λ,V
˛˛|Z˛
λ
q
admits a parallel transport through the square-zero thickening Z˛λ Ă T pZ
˛
λq,
whose image
obstλ P H
0
`
T pZ˛λq, pV
˛˛{F 0V ˛˛q|T pZ˛
λ
q
˘
– H0
`
T pZ˛λq,ω
˛˛|´1
T pZ˛
λ
q
˘
,
the obstruction to deforming x˛˛, has zero locus Z˛λ (the largest closed sub-
scheme of T pZ˛λq to which x
˛˛, equivalently x˛, deforms).
Having constructed the sections sλ and obstλ over T pZ
˛
λq, the idea is
roughly that the equality of the scheme-theoretic zero loci of these sections
should imply the existence of an isomorphism
ω|´1
T pZ˛
λ
q
obstλ ÞÑsλÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ OpZ˛λq|T pZ˛λq,
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which we would then restrict to U .
However, because T pZ˛λq is not integral, there is no reason to believe that
such an isomorphism exists, and even if it does exist it need not be unique.
The way around this detail is this: arguing exactly as in the proof of [BHY15,
Theorem 7.10], a morphism as above does exist Zariski locally on T pZ˛λq,
and any two such local morphisms restrict to the same isomorphism over U .
Indeed, working Zariski locally, we can assume that
U “ SpecpRq, U˛ “ SpecpR˛q
for Zppq-flat integral domains R and R
˛, and
Z˛λ “ SpecpR
˛{Jq, T pZ˛λq “ SpecpR
˛{J2q.
The morphisms U Ñ Z˛λ Ñ U
˛ then correspond to homomorphisms
R˛ Ñ R˛{J Ñ R.
Let p Ă R˛ be the kernel of this composition, so that J Ă p.
We assume that we have chosen trivializations of the line bundles ω|U˛
and OpZ˛λq, so that our sections obstλ and sλ are identified with elements
a, b P R˛{J2,
respectively. Each of these elements generates the same ideal J{J2.
Lemma 7.2.5. If x P R˛{J2 satisfies bx “ 0, then x P p{J2.
Proof. By way of contradiction, suppose x R p{J2.
The section sλ of (7.2.5), by its very construction, admits a canonical
extension to
sλ P H
0pU˛,OpZ˛λqq
with zero locus Z˛λ. This determines a lift of b to an element b P R
˛, and we
fix any lift x P R˛. By assumption x R p, and so x becomes a unit in the
localization R˛p. As bx P J
2, we obtain
(7.2.7) b P p2R˛p.
As R is Zppq-flat, the kernel p of R
˛ Ñ R does not contain p, and so the
localization map R˛ Ñ R˛p factors through R
˛r1{ps. Both Zppq-stacks in
Z˛pm,µq Ñ SK˛pG
˛,D˛q
have smooth generic fibers, and so
R˛r1{ps Ñ pR˛{bR˛qr1{ps
is a morphism of smooth Q-algebras. This implies that
R˛p Ñ R
˛
p{bR
˛
p
is a morphism of regular local rings. By (7.2.7), this morphism induces an
isomorphism on tangent spaces, and so is itself an isomorphism. It follows
that b “ 0, contradicting the fact that b generates J{J2. 
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Lemma 7.2.6. There exists u P R˛{J2 such that ua “ b. The image of any
such u in R˛{p Ă R is a unit. If also u1a “ b, then u “ u1 in R˛{p Ă R.
Proof. As a and b generate both generate J{J2, there exist u, v P R˛{J2
such that ua “ b and vb “ a. Obviously b ¨ p1´uvq “ 0, and so the previous
lemma implies 1 ´ uv P p{J2. Thus the image of u in R˛{p is a unit with
inverse v. If also u1a “ b, the same argument shows that the image of u1 in
R˛{p is a unit with inverse v, and hence u “ u1 in R˛{p. 
The discussion above provides us with a canonical isomorphism
OpZ˛λq|U – ω|
´1
U
Zariski locally on U , and glueing over an open cover completes the proof of
Lemma 7.2.4. 
We now complete the proof of Theorem 7.2.2. Recalling the definition of
Zp0, µ1q from (7.1.3), Lemmas 7.2.3 and 7.2.4, along with the decomposition
(7.2.4) provide us with canonical isomorphisms
Z˛pm,µq|U –
˜ â
m1`m2“m
µ1`µ2Pµ
m1ą0
Zpm1, µ1q|
brΛpm2,µ2q
U
¸
b
˜ â
µ2Pµ
ω|
´rΛpm,µ2q
U
¸
–
â
m1`m2“m
µ1`µ2“µ
Zpm1, µ1q|
brΛpm2,µ2q
U
of line bundles over some e´tale neighborhood U of z Ñ SKpG,Dq. Now let
U vary over an e´tale cover and apply descent. 
7.3. The main theorem. Suppose
fpτq “
ÿ
mPQ
m"´8
cpmq ¨ qm PM !1´n
2
pρVZq
is a weakly holomorphic form as in (5.1.1), and assume f is integral in the
sense of Definition 5.1.2.
Proposition 7.3.1. If n ě 5 (in particular Hypothesis 5.2.4 holds) the
Borcherds product ψpfq of Theorem 5.5.1, viewed as a rational section of
the line bundle ωbcp0,0q on the integral model SKpG,Dq, satisfies
divpψpfqq “
ÿ
mą0
µPV _
Z
{VZ
cp´m,µq ¨ Zpm,µq.
Proof. Certainly an equality of the form
divpψpfqq “
ÿ
mą0
µPV _
Z
{VZ
cp´m,µq ¨Zpm,µq ` Eppfq
holds for some Cartier divisor Eppfq supported in the special fiber; this fol-
lows by comparing the calculation of the divisor of divpψpfqq in the complex
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fiber found in [Bor98] with the complex analytic description of the special
divisors Zpm,µqpCq found in [AGHM17a, Lemma 2.7.3]. We need only to
check that Eppfq “ 0 for every prime p.
As in the proof of Theorem 5.5.1, we shrink the prime-to-p part of K,
and work with a level subgroup K˜ Ă K that is neat, and for which there
is a toroidal compactification S
K˜
pG,D,Σq chosen so that Σ satisfies the
conclusion of Lemma 5.4.1, for some fixed choice of Weyl chamber.
We now apply the results of §6.4 with K replaced by K˜ throughout.
Proposition 7.1.2 tells us that SK˜pG,Dq has geometrically normal special
fiber. Combining Corollary 6.4.4 with the analysis of the q-expansion of
ψpfq found in the proof of Theorem 5.5.1, we find a faithfully flat Zppq-
algebra R such that the divisor of ψpfq, computed on SK˜pG,D,Σq{R, is
flat. Hence this divisor was already flat over Zppq. Similarly Proposition
7.1.4 implies that the divisors Zpm,µq are flat, and so Eppfq “ 0. 
We now strengthen Proposition 7.3.1 by dropping the hypothesis n ě 5.
In the following, we assume only that n ě 1.
Theorem 7.3.2. After multiplying f by any sufficiently divisible positive
integer, there is a rational section ψpfq of ωbcp0,0q over SKpG,Dq satisfying
(5.5.1), and with divisor of the form
divpψpfqq “
ÿ
mą0
µPV _
Z
{VZ
cp´m,µq ¨ Zpm,µq.
Proof. We will use an integral version of the embedding trick of [Bor98,
Lemma 8.1]. According to [loc. cit.] there exist self-dual Z-quadratic spaces
Λr1s and Λr2s of signature p24, 0q, whose corresponding theta series
ϑrispτq “
ÿ
xPΛris
qQpxq PM12pSL2pZq,Cq
are related by
(7.3.1) ϑr2spτq ´ ϑr1spτq “ 24∆pτq.
Here ∆ is Ramanujan’s modular discriminant. Denote by
rrispmq “ #tx P Λris : Qpxq “ mu
the mth Fourier coefficient of ϑris.
For i P t1, 2u, define a quadratic space V ris “ V ‘ Λ
ris
Q and a
pZ-lattice
V
rispZ “ VpZ ‘ ΛrispZ
in V ris b Af . In the notation of §5.1, the inclusion VZ ãÑ V
ris
Z induces an
isomorphism of ĂSL2pZq-representations
SVZ “ CrV
_
Z {VZs – CrpV
ris
Z q
_{V
ris
Z s “ SV ris
Z
,
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and so f ris “ f{p24∆q defines a weakly holomorphic form
f rispτq “
ÿ
mPQ
m"´8
crispmq ¨ qm PM !´11´n
2
pρ
V
ris
Z
q.
The relation f “ ϑr2sf r2s´ϑr1sf r1s implies the equality of Fourier coefficients
cpm,µq “
ÿ
kě0
rr2spkq ¨ cr2spm´ k, µq(7.3.2)
´
ÿ
kě0
rr1spkq ¨ cr1spm´ k, µq.
Each V ris determines a GSpin Shimura datum pGris,Drisq. By choosing
Kris “ GrispAf q X CpV
rispZ qˆ
for our compact open subgroups, we put ourselves in the situation of §6.1
and §7.1. In particular, Proposition 7.2.1 provides us with finite unramified
morphisms
SKpG,Dq
jr1s
zz✉✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉
jr2s
$$❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
Sr1s Sr2s,
where we abbreviate Sris “ SKrispG
ris,Drisq.
As nris “ n ` 24 ě 5 we may apply Proposition 7.3.1 to the form f ris.
After replacing f by a positive multiple, we obtain a Borcherds product
ψpf risq on Sris with divisor
divpψpf risq “
ÿ
mą0
µPV _
Z
{VZ
crisp´m,µq ¨Zrispm,µq.
At least formally, we wish to define
ψpfq “
pjr2sq˚ψpf r2sq
pjr1sq˚ψpf r1sq
.
The problem is that the image of jris will typically be contained in the sup-
port of the divisor of ψpf risq, and so the quotient on the right will typically
be either 8{8 or 0{0.
The key to making sense of this quotient is to combine the pullback for-
mula of Theorem 7.2.2 with the following lemma.
Lemma 7.3.3. The Borcherds product ψpf risq determines an isomorphism
of line bundles
OSris –
â
mě0
µPV _
Z
{VZ
Zrispm,µqbc
risp´m,µq.
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Proof. If m ą 0, the line bundle Zrispm,µq admits a canonical global section
srispm,µq whose divisor is the Cartier divisor Zrispm,µq. This is just the
constant function 1, viewed as a section of OSris Ă Z
rispm,µq. By comparing
divisors, there is a unique isomorphism
ωc
risp0,0q –
â
mą0
µPV _
Z
{VZ
Zrispm,µqbc
risp´m,µq
sending
ψpf risq ÞÑ
â
mą0
µPV _
Z
{VZ
srispm,µqbc
risp´m,µq,
and the claim follows from (7.1.3). 
If we pull back the isomorphism of Lemma 7.3.3 via jris and use Theorem
7.2.2, we obtain isomorphisms
OSKpG,Dq –
â
m1,m2ě0
µPV _
Z
{VZ
Zpm1, µq
brrispm2q¨crisp´m1´m2,µq
for i P t1, 2u. These two isomorphisms, along with (7.3.2), determine an
isomorphism
OSKpG,Dq –
â
mě0
µPV _
Z
{VZ
Zpm,µqbcp´m,µq.
Now simply reverse the reasoning in the proof of Lemma 7.3.3. Using the
notation of that lemma, rewrite this last isomorphism as
ωcp0,0q –
â
mą0
µPV _
Z
{VZ
Zpm,µqbcp´m,µq,
and define the desired rational section of ωcp0,0q by
ψpfq “
â
mą0
µPV _
Z
{VZ
spm,µqbcp´m,µq.
The next lemma completes the proof of Theorem 7.3.2.
Lemma 7.3.4. The section ψpfq just constructed satisfies (5.5.1).
Proof. We return to the notation of §5.2. In particular, we fix a connected
component D˝ Ă D, and let Dris,˝ Ă Dris be the connected component that
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contains it. Fix a g P GpAf q, and consider the complex uniformizations
Dr1s,˝ // Sr1spCq
D˝ //
jr1s
<<③③③③③③③③③
jr2s ""❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
SKpG,DqpCq
jr1s
88♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
jr2s &&◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
Dr2s,˝ // Sr2spCq
in which all horizontal arrows send z ÞÑ rpz, gqs.
Denote by ψgpfq the pullback of ψpfq to D
˝, and define ψgpf
risq similarly.
According to Theorem 5.5.1, these sections satisfy
´2 log ||ψgpf
risq|| “ Θregg pf
risq,
where Θregg pf risq “ Θregpf ris, gq is the regularized theta lift of §5.2.
Every x P V ris with Qpxq ą 0 determines a global section of the constant
holomorphic vector bundle
V
ris,an
dR “ V
ris
C bODris,˝
Recall that this vector bundle admits a filtration
0 Ă F 1V
ris,an
dR Ă F
0V
ris,an
dR Ă V
ris,an
dR ,
whose fiber at the point z P Dris is 0 Ă Cz Ă pCzqK Ă V
ris
C . Denote by
obstx P H
0
`
Dris,˝, pωrisanq
´1
˘
– H0
`
Dris,˝,V
ris,an
dR {F
0V
ris,an
dR
˘
the image of the constant section x b 1 of V
ris,an
dR . Its zero locus is the
analytic divisor
Zrisx “ tz P D
ris,˝ : x K zu.
The pullback of Zrispm,µqpCq to Dris,˝, denoted the same way, is now
given explicitly by the locally finite sum of analytic divisors
Zrispm,µqpCq “
ÿ
xPgµ`gV
ris
Z
Qpxq“m
Zrisx .
Define the renormalized Borcherds product
ψ˜gpf
risq “ ψgpf
risq b
â
mą0
â
λPΛris
Qpxq“m
obst
b´crisp´m,0q
λ .
This is meromorphic section of
Â
mě0
`
ωris,an
˘brrispmqcrisp´m,0q
with divisor
div
`
ψ˜gpf
risq
˘
“
ÿ
mą0
µPV _
Z
{VZ
crisp´m,µq
ÿ
xPgµ`gV
ris
Z
Qpxq“m
xRΛris
Zrisx .
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Note that each divisor Z
ris
x appearing on the right hand side intersects the
subspace D˝ Ă Dris,˝ properly. Indeed, If we decompose x “ y ` λ with
y P gµ ` gVZ and λ P Λ, then
Zrisx XD
˝ “
#
Zy if Qpyq ą 0
H else,
where Zy “ tz P D
˝ : y K zu.
This is the point: by renormalizing the Borcherds product we have re-
moved precisely the part of its divisor that intersects D˝ improperly, and
so the renormalized Borcherds product has a well-defined pullback to D˝.
Indeed, using the relation (7.3.2), we see that
(7.3.3) ψgpfq “
pjr2sq˚ψ˜gpf
r2sq
pjr1sq˚ψ˜gpf r1sq
is a section of the line bundle pωanqbcp0,0q over D˝. By directly comparing
the algebraic and analytic constructions, one can check that it agrees with
the ψgpfq defined at the beginning of the proof.
Define the renormalized theta lift
Θ˜regg pf
risq “ Θregg pf
risq ` 2
ÿ
mą0
crisp´m, 0q
ÿ
λPΛris
Qpλq“m
log ||obstλ||
so that
(7.3.4) ´ 2 log ||ψ˜gpf
risq|| “ Θ˜regg pf
risq.
Combining this with (7.3.3) yields
´2 log ||ψgpfq|| “ pj
r2sq˚Θ˜regg pf
r2sq ´ pjr1sq˚Θ˜regg pf
r1sq.
The regularized theta lift Θregg pf risq is over-regularized, in the sense that
its definition makes sense at every point of Dris,˝, even at points of the divisor
along which Θregg pf risq has its logarithmic singularities. In other words, the
regularized theta lift is defined (but discontinuous) on all of Dris,˝. By
[AGHM17a, Proposition 5.5.1], its values along the discontinuity agree with
the values of Θ˜regg pf risq, and in fact we have
pjrisq˚Θregg pf
risq “ pjrisq˚Θ˜regg pf
risq
as functions on D˝.
On the other hand, for each i P t1, 2u, the regularized theta lift has the
form
Θregg pf
risqpzq “
ż
SL2pZqzH
f rispτqϑrispτ, z, gq
du dv
v2
as in (5.2.1). As in [BY09, (4.16)], when we restrict the variable z toD Ă Dris
the theta kernel factors as
ϑrispτ, z, gq “ ϑpτ, z, gq ¨ ϑrispτq,
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where ϑpτ, z, gq is the theta kernel defining Θregg pfq. Thus
pjrisq˚Θregg pf
risq “
ż
SL2pZqzH
fpτqϑpτ, z, gq ¨
ϑrispτq
24∆
du dv
v2
Combining this last equality with (7.3.1) proves the first equality in
Θregg pfq “ pj
r2sq˚Θregg pf
r2sq ´ pjr1sq˚Θregg pf
r1sq
“ pjr2sq˚Θ˜regg pf
r2sq ´ pjr1sq˚Θ˜regg pf
r1sq,
which is just a more explicit statement of [Bor98, Lemma 8.1]. Combining
this with (7.3.4) complete the proof of Lemma 7.3.4. 

8. Modularity of the generating series of special divisors
Assume that VZ is a maximal lattice in our fixed quadratic space pV,Qq
of signature pn, 2q, and that the compact open subgroup (4.1.6) is
K “ GpAf q X CpVpZqˆ.
8.1. The integral model over Z. In §6.2 and §7.1 we constructed, for ev-
ery prime p, an integral model over Zppq of the orthogonal Shimura ShKpG,Dq,
along with a family of special divisors and a line bundle of weight one mod-
ular forms. As in [AGHM17a, §2.4] and [AGHMP17b, §4.5], these models
may be glued together as p varies to define a flat and normal integral model
SKpG,Dq Ñ SpecpZq
over Z, along with a family of special divisors Zpm,µq, and a line bundle of
weight one modular forms ω.
Theorem 8.1.1. Suppose
fpτq “
ÿ
mPQ
m"´8
cpmq ¨ qm PM !1´n
2
pρVZq
is a weakly holomorphic form as in (5.1.1), and assume f is integral in the
sense of Definition 5.1.2. After multiplying f by any sufficiently divisible
positive integer, there is a rational section ψpfq of ωbcp0,0q over SKpG,Dq
satisfying (5.5.1), and with divisor
divpψpfqq “
ÿ
mą0
µPV _
Z
{VZ
cp´m,µq ¨ Zpm,µq.
Proof. In Theorem 7.3.2 we constructed a Borcherds product ψpfq on the
integral model SKpG,Dq{Zppq , for every prime p. It is clear from the con-
struction that these Borcherds products, one for each prime p, agree in the
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generic fiber, so define a Borcherds product on the integral model over Z
satisfying
divpψpfqq “
ÿ
mą0
µPV _
Z
{VZ
cp´m,µq ¨ Zpm,µq.

8.2. Modularity of the generating series. For any positive m P Q and
any µ P V _Z {VZ, we denote again by Zpm,µq the line bundle defined by the
special divisor of the same name. Define Zp0, µq as in (7.1.3).
Theorem 8.2.1. The formal generating series
φpτq “
ÿ
mě0
µPV _
Z
{VZ
Zpm,µq ¨ qm
is modular, in the sense that αpφq PM1`n
2
pρVZq for any Z-linear map
α : PicpSKpG,Dqq Ñ C.
Proof. According to the modularity criterion of [Bor99, Theorem 3.1], a
formal q-expansion ÿ
mě0
µPV _
Z
{VZ
apm,µq ¨ qm
defines an element of M1`n
2
pρVZq if and only if
(8.2.1) 0 “
ÿ
mě0
µPV _
Z
{VZ
cp´m,µq ¨ apm,µq
for every
fpτq “
ÿ
mPQ
µPV _
Z
{VZ
cpm,µq ¨ qm PM !1´n
2
pρVZq.
By the main result of [McG03], it suffices to verify (8.2.1) only for fpτq that
are integral, in the sense of Definition 5.1.2.
For any integral fpτq, Theorem 8.1.1 implies that
ωcp0,0q “
ÿ
mą0
µPV _
Z
{VZ
cp´m,µq ¨ Zpm,µq
up to a torsion element in PicpSKpG,Dqq, and henceÿ
mě0
µPV _
Z
{VZ
cp´m,µq ¨Zpm,µq P PicpSKpG,Dqq
is killed by any Z-linear map α : PicpSKpG,Dqq Ñ C. Thus the claimed
modularity follows from the result of Borcherds cited above. 5.1.2. 
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8.3. Modularity of the arithmetic generating series. Bruinier [Bru02]
has defined a Green function ΘregpFm,µq for the divisor Zpm,µq. This Green
function is constructed, as in (5.2.1), as the regularized theta lift of a har-
monic Hejhal-Poincare series
Fm,µ P H1´n
2
pρVZq
whose holomorphic part, in the sense of [BF04, §3], has the form
F`m,µpτq “
ˆ
φµ ` φ´µ
2
˙
¨ q´m `Op1q,
where φµ P SVZ is the characteristic function of the coset µ P V
_
Z {VZ. See
[AGHM17a, §3.2] and the references therein.
This Green function determines a metric on the corresponding line bundle,
and so determines a classpZpm,µq “ pZpm,µq,ΘregpFm,µqq P xPicpSKpG,Dqq
for every positive m P Q and µ P V _Z {VZ. Recall that that we have defined
a metric (4.4.3) on the line bundle ω, and so obtain a class
pω P xPicpSKpG,Dqq
in the group of metrized line bundles. We define
pZp0, µq “ #pω´1 if µ “ 0
0 otherwise.
Theorem 8.3.1. If n ě 3, the formal generating seriespφpτq “ ÿ
mě0
µPV _
Z
{VZ
pZpm,µq ¨ qm
is modular, in the sense that αppφq PM1`n
2
pρVZq for any Z-linear functional
α : xPicpSKpG,Dqq Ñ C.
Proof. The assumption that n ě 3 implies that any form
fpτq “
ÿ
mPQ
µPV _
Z
{VZ
cpm,µq ¨ qm PM !1´n
2
pρVZq.
has negative weight. As in [BF04, Remark 3.10], this implies that any such
f is a linear combination of the Hejhal-Poincare series Fm,µ, and in fact
f “
ÿ
mą0
µPV _
Z
{VZ
cp´m,µq ¨ Fm,µ.
This last equality follows, as in the proof of [BHY15, Lemma 3.10], from
the fact that the difference between the two sides is a harmonic weak Maass
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form whose holomorphic part is Op1q. In particular, we have the equality of
regularized theta lifts
Θregpfq “
ÿ
mą0
µPV _
Z
{VZ
cp´m,µq ¨ΘregpFm,µq.
Now assume that f is integral. After replacing f by a positive inte-
ger multiple, Theorem 8.1.1 provides us with Borcherds product ψpfq with
arithmetic divisorxdivpψpfqq “ pdivpψpfqq,´ log ||ψpfq||2q “ ÿ
mą0
µPV _
Z
{VZ
cp´m,µq ¨ pZpm,µq.
On the other hand, in the group of metrized line bundles we have the relationxdivpψpfqq “ pωbcp0,0q “ ´cp0, 0q ¨ pZp0, 0q.
The above relations show thatÿ
mě0
µPV _
Z
{VZ
cp´m,µq ¨ pZpm,µq P xPicpSKpG,Dqq
is a torsion element for any integral f . Exactly as in the proof of Theo-
rem 8.2.1, modularity of the generating series pφpτq now follows from the
modularity criterion of Borcherds. 
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